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ABSTRACT

Author: Bourquard, Brian, A. PhD
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: May 2018
Title: Raw Material Variability in Food Manufacturing
Major Professor: Paul V. Preckel and Allan W. Gray
We develop and parameterize a model to examine the impact of raw material
variability on food manufacturing outcomes. We partner with a large food manufacturing
firm whose primary raw material is wheat-flour to examine if variability in flour attributes
impacts the firm’s finished goods quality and net-revenue outcomes. The food
manufacturer faces a daily operations challenge to take wheat-flour, whose attributes vary
between batches, and create a premium finished product. They alter their manufacturing
controls between each batch to accommodate raw material variability. We develop two
models, one to maximize finished goods quality, and the other to maximize net-revenues.
We use the models to consider two questions: do the firm’s observed activities appear to
be net-revenue maximizing in the face of raw material variability, and do firms facing raw
material variability in their supply chains face a price-quality trade-off? We find that our
partner firm may be able to improve hourly net-revenues over their observed activities.
More generally, we find that raw material variability does impact finished goods quality
outcomes, supplier selection is important to quality and net-revenue outcomes, and that in
the presence of inexpensive, effective manufacturing controls, raw material price may be
more important than raw material variability. We also find that firms should consider
variability as a key component of raw material quality.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

The Food Manufacturing Industry

The US food manufacturing industry, which includes fresh and processed foods,
meat processors, snack foods, breads, cookies, crackers, pastas, and cereal manufacturers,
generated over $167 billion in sales in the third quarter of 2017 (US Census Bureau 2017),
with annual expected revenues of more than $650 billion. The industry is growing overall
as US consumers increasingly demand ready to eat or easy to prepare meals and food
products. The industry exists in the middle of the food and agriculture supply chain. Food
manufacturers use raw materials, such as whole and milled grains, fruits, vegetables, nuts,
meats, oils, and sugars, to create ready to eat or prepare food products for distribution to
wholesalers, distributors, and retailers. Raw materials for food manufacturers are typically
purchased from intermediate suppliers, such as millers or wholesalers and processed or
manufactured into finished goods.
A subset of the food manufacturing industry is the baking industry, which uses milled
grains to manufacture bread or baked products, such as tortillas, pastries, cookies, and
crackers. The baking industry typically combines milled grains with other ingredients, such
as sugar, oils, salts, and flavorings to create packaged food products for retail distribution.
The baking industry has two large components: bread and snack foods. Together,
they generated over $80 billion in US revenues in 2017. Snack foods will generate
approximately $39 billion in revenues (Stivaros 2017), with bread sales forming the
balance at $42 billion in revenues (Madigan 2017). The snack food and bread
manufacturing industries use similar raw materials. One of the most important and largest
raw materials is wheat, an agricultural product with heterogeneity in its attributes. Wheat
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is also a staple grain in the American diet. According to the United States Department of
Agriculture, Americans consumed approximately 135 pounds of wheat per capita in 2014.
This comes from multiple sources, include cereals, bread, and snack foods.
Wheat comes in three primary types, durum, hard, and soft wheats (US Wheat
Associates 2018). One of the most important attributes of wheat is its protein, known as
gluten, content. Protein content varies by both genetics, or wheat type, and by terroir, or
where it is grown. One of the major differences between wheat types is the protein content,
which can determine which products are most appropriate to manufacture with each type
of wheat.
Durum wheat is used primarily in pasta and couscous manufacturing and has high
protein strength and content. In the United States, durum wheat is primarily grown in the
Northern United States in Montana and North Dakota. There are three types of hard wheats,
hard white wheat, hard red spring wheat, and hard red winter wheat. Hard white wheat is
used in Asian noodle production, tortillas, and flat breads. Hard white wheat is relatively
new to the US market, with production increasing significantly starting in 2002 (Ransom,
Berzonsky, and Sorenson 2006), and is grown in various states such as Idaho, and the
Dakotas down through Oklahoma. Hard red spring wheat is often used in rolls, croissants,
bagels, and other hearty breads. Hard red spring wheat typically has the highest protein
content of any US wheat, ranging from 13 to 16 percent (North Dakota Wheat Commission
2018). Hard red spring wheat is typically grown in the Northern US, including the Pacific
Northwest, Montana, the Dakotas, and Minnesota. Hard red winter wheat is a generalpurpose wheat, used frequently in tortillas, flat breads, and Asian noodles. Hard red winter
wheat is grown in Montana and the Dakotas down through Central Texas.
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There are two types of soft wheats, soft white and soft red winter. Soft white wheat
is frequently used in cakes and pastries, and has a lower protein content averaging less than
9 percent, making it unsuitable for breads (Wheat Marketing Center 2017). Soft white
wheat is typically grown in the Pacific Northwest. Finally, soft red winter wheat is a low
protein wheat, typically less than 9 percent, used frequently in snack foods, such as
crackers, cookies, and occasionally pastries. Most soft red winter wheat is grown east of
the Mississippi River, with some production in Missouri, Arkansas, and Louisiana.
The US snack food industry uses soft red winter wheat for its low protein content,
high versatility, and easy milling properties. During certain crop years, when the protein
content is too low due to the wheat harvest, millers can increase the protein of a batch of
soft wheat flour by blending it with hard wheat flours. This is indicative of a challenge
faced by many in the baking and snack food industries: their primary raw material is highly
variable. Not only can protein or other attributes vary by wheat type and terroir, but also
by various environmental and biological conditions. Variability in wheat flour comes from
two sources, its biological origin and the skills and equipment of the flour miller.
Biologically, wheat characteristics vary for a variety of reasons, including genetics, terroir,
and weather. There is also variance due to the miller’s skills and equipment. Older
equipment may leave more adulterants or more moisture in the flour than newer equipment.
Frequently, millers manage their own incoming wheat supply chains, which means they
need the skills to not only source quality wheat, but also to mill it into high quality flour.
While there are a variety of flour characteristics that bakers care about, there are four
major ones: the flour’s moisture, protein, and ash contents, as well as the mixing tolerance
index. Additional wheat or flour characteristics include falling number, flour color, wet
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gluten test, and flour starch viscosity (Wheat Marketing Center 2004). Moisture, protein,
and ash contents are related to both the properties of the wheat and the miller’s process.
Moisture is the amount of water as a percentage of weight of the flour. Protein is the
percentage of gluten in the flour by weight. Ash is the remaining bran and other materials
left in the flour from the milling process, also measured as a percentage of weight. Soft
wheat flours typically contain 10 to 14 percent moisture, 7 to 9 percent protein, and 0.25
to 0.5 percent ash. Mixing tolerance index is a measure of the flour’s stability, or how much
a dough will soften over time, when combined with water, and is measured in Brabender
Units by a farinograph, a tool used to measure various properties of flour.
Snack food manufacturers use soft wheat flours to create a variety of products, such
as cookies, crackers, pastries, and cakes. Snack food manufacturers think of these products
in categories such as yeast driven products, such as crackers or cakes, and non-yeast
products, such as cookies. While details of the manufacturing process may differ between
yeast and non-yeast products, the overarching process is similar. Snack food manufacturers
combine flour with water and other ingredients, such as sugar, salt, enzymes, oils, flavors,
and preservatives to make a dough. After mixing the ingredients, which typically occur in
batch processes, but can be continuous as well, they may need to proof the dough, shape
it, separate it to form individual pieces, bake it, and dry it for packaging. The entire process
is one of adding and subsequently subtracting moisture, changing the underlying structure
of the flour and other ingredients in the process. This is why the flour characteristics are
important. They impact the way in which the flour’s structure changes in the manufacturing
process. For example, high protein content can induce loft, such as in light and airy breads.
Lower protein might result in crumblier or less airy products. Ash can affect the baking
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properties of products and can change the color of products. Whole wheat products, for
example, might have a high ash content versus white wheat products. Selecting the
appropriate wheat flour is an important decision for snack food and baked goods
manufacturers to make high quality finished goods.
Large manufacturers produce snack products in huge quantities, often using
thousands of pounds of flour in a single batch. Often, the recipe or process changes between
finished goods batches to accommodate differences in the flour characteristics between
flour batches. Typically, a manufacturer does not alter the quantity of flour but does alter
the amount of added water to accommodate the protein, ash, moisture, and mixing
tolerance index characteristics of the batch of flour. The manufacturer might also alter the
manufacturing controls, such as proof time, drying time or temperature, or mix time. The
challenge of accommodating raw material variability is not necessarily unique to snack
food and baking firms, although it is particularly important to them. Other firms, such as
meat cutting and packing firms or produce processing firms also face biological variability.
Our research focuses on the challenges faced by a snack food manufacturer in
accommodating flour variability in their operations. We spoke with various members of
the snack food and bread manufacturing industries and found flour variability to be a
common challenge. This presented an opportunity to examine the impact of raw material
variability more closely in an applied setting with a high potential impact. While our work
focuses on snack food manufacturing, a small subset of the food manufacturing and
processing industries, we believe some of our findings are generalizable. Our work focuses
on operational challenges to address a limited set of strategic decisions, primarily supplier
selection criteria. We also examine the operational and strategic alignment of a particular
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firm to draw insights about how firms facing raw material variability might approach profit
and finished goods quality objectives.

1.2

Introduction to the Problem

We study the impact of raw material characteristics’ variability on a food
manufacturing firm’s operations and supplier selection. During informal interviews and
discussions with members of the baking, bread making, and snack food manufacturing
industries, we heard a consistent challenge: how can they better manage raw material
variability in their wheat-flour? The question appears counterintuitive. All the firms and
plants we visited and spoke with have high yields and high standards for their finished
goods. They are successful manufacturers of high quality products with limited waste
because their operations teams can accommodate raw material variability with their
manufacturing controls. Our investigation considered the impact of raw material variability
in the presence of manufacturing controls to address two broad questions: can a firm facing
raw material variability improve its operational performance, and do supply chain
decisions impact finished goods outcomes and firm performance?
We study this challenge by partnering with a large snack food manufacturing firm
whose primary ingredient is wheat-flour. The firm operates multiple plants and has sales
over $2 billion per year. Despite high manufacturing yields, non-premium finished goods
outcomes cost the firm more than $30 million each year. The largest raw material cost
faced by our partner firm is wheat flour, which typically comprises more than 95 percent
of the total ingredient cost of the finished goods. Wheat flour has several important
characteristics, and we focus on four of them: moisture, protein, and ash contents, and
mixing time index. Each of these characteristics varies between flour batches. Each time
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the firm’s operations team manufactures a batch of finished goods, they adjust the
manufacturing controls to accommodate the flour’s characteristics. This presents a unique
challenge to the firm and to the industry.
While many firms are not as large as our partner firm, there are thousands of food
manufacturing and processing firms in the United States (Stivaros 2017). Most of them
operate traditional manufacturing lines in which operators and bakers make manufacturing
decisions based on their experience and knowledge of the products and the manufacturing
process. They observe the flour’s characteristics and determine the recipe and
manufacturing settings to create the finished product. They do this for every individual
batch of flour, making manufacturing food products unique from non-food products where
adjustments to the manufacturing process are less common.
We also find in our conversations with procurement managers that firms procure raw
materials from suppliers based on a variety of criteria, such as quality, price, delivery
reliability, risk, and innovation. These conversational findings casually conform to findings
in the supply chain and operations literature (Krause, Pagell, and Curkovic 2001). Some of
these criteria are strategic, such as innovation or risk considerations, and others are
operational, such as raw material quality or delivery reliability. We focus on the operational
level, specifically at the price-quality decision firms face. From our observations, we
address two specific questions:
1. Does this firm facing raw material variability exhibit a gap in its operational and
strategic goals such that it can increase net revenues relative to its observed
behavior?
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2. Does a firm facing raw material variability face a price-quality trade-off in its
raw material supply chain decisions, and given its manufacturing controls, which
decision criteria should it prioritize?
To answer these questions, we develop two models: a finished goods quality
maximization model and a finished goods net-revenue maximization model. Question 1
posits the potential for a gap in the firm’s operational and strategic goals. At a strategic
level, all for-profit firms seek to maximize net-revenues, and we want to assess if this
appears true at our partner firm’s operating level. Using operations, wheat-flour, and
finished goods data collected at one of the firm’s manufacturing facilities, we characterize
a set of optimal solutions to both the quality and the net-revenue maximization problems
for each observed batch of raw materials used in production, in our case wheat-flour. We
then compare the optimized solutions set to the observed activities and outcomes. From
this, we can draw conclusions about whether or not the operations team appears to netrevenue maximize. Additionally, we use this first question to parameterize a model to
address the second question concerning the firm’s supplier selection criteria in its supply
chain.
Question 2 address a common challenge facing firms: what criteria are most
important for selecting suppliers in the supply chain? We narrowly focus on a trade-off
between price and quality, excluding many other concerns, such as risk. Our focus is on
the operational challenges facing the food manufacturing firm – how does raw material
variability impact the finished goods outcomes and expected net-revenues of the firm?
Considering only the price-quality trade-off, which supplier selection criteria should firms
facing raw material variability prioritize in the presence of manufacturing controls?
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Question 2, therefore, allows us to address a broader challenge faced by many food
manufacturing firms. To answer this, we characterize a set of optimal solutions to the netrevenue maximization problem for each of three different flour suppliers’ raw materials.
Each supplier’s flour characteristics and variances are different from the others, and this
lets us compare the manufacturing firm’s outcome for both expected product quality and
expected net-revenues by flour supplier.
Our results indicate that raw material variability does matter to the firm’s netrevenue. For question 1, we find that our partner firm could improve their net-revenues
over their observed activities. We also believe that the firm could increase net revenues at
the operational level without reducing the expected quality of the finished goods.
We find that supplier selection is important when raw material characteristics are
variable. Supplier selection impacts the quality and net-revenue outcomes for the firm. In
the presence of inexpensive, effective manufacturing controls to manage variability, price
effects are stronger than variability effects. This finding also highlights that food
manufacturing firms should consider raw material attribute variability, and not just average
attribute levels, as key to raw material quality.
Our work identifies a known problem type, raw material variability, and extends it
to the food manufacturing industry. We develop and present a method through which these
problems can be analyzed in the future.

1.3

Research Objectives, Questions, and Methods

Our objective is to provide insights for firms facing raw material quality variability in
their manufacturing process, particularly food manufacturing firms that face this challenge
daily. Food manufacturing is a major industry, and it continues to grow. We want to know
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if these firms are “leaving money on the table,” and if so, can they rethink their operational
and strategic alignment to improve their net revenues or performance? Our questions focus
on only a small subset of the problems faced by food manufacturing firms; however, in our
work with food manufacturers, they have expressed to us their challenges with raw
materials, stating that they believe flour quality variability is a challenge for them in their
manufacturing. We want to address this concern by characterizing the nature of the
challenge from the raw materials, and their optimal response to raw material quality
variability. We believe our work has both a direct and high impact on the food
manufacturing industry, and contains potential insights for other industries facing similar
raw material variability.
1.3.1

Research Questions

We contribute to the literature by addressing two research questions:
3. Does this firm facing raw material variability exhibit a gap in its operational and
strategic goals such it can increase net revenues relative to its observed behavior?
4. Does a firm facing raw material variability face a price-quality trade-off in its
raw material supply chain decisions, and given its manufacturing controls, which
decision criteria should it prioritize?
These are strategic questions addressing both internal and external challenges that many
firms sourcing raw materials whose attributes are subject to variability face. Internally, we
examine if the operational and strategic behavior of the firm is consistent with a goal of
profit maximization. Externally, we focus on a supply chain question faced by many firms
– whether to purchase raw materials based on price, quality or a combination. We address
this question for firms whose production systems are batch oriented rather than continuous
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processes. Price and quality are only two of the strategic dimensions faced by firms in
making sourcing decisions, and we leave it to future work to incorporate exogenous risks
and other supply chain issues.
1.3.2

Summary of Methods
Figure 1.1 provides a schematic diagram of the methodology. First, we establish a

relationship between finished goods quality, flour characteristics, and manufacturing
controls using econometric methods. This results in a model that predicts finished goods
quality on a batch-by-batch basis based on the flour raw material attributes and
manufacturing controls. Thus, for any flour-control combination we have a prediction of
whether the finished goods will be “premium” or “non-premium” – i.e. sellable at full or
discounted prices. We use what we refer to as the “observed” or “intuitive” model because
we can observe the full process, understand the important interactions, and have full
information about the finished goods quality. In cases with less complete information, other
methods may be used, which are illustrated in Figure 1.1. A statistical method may provide
insight into the production process when the interactions are not well understood. A latent
variable model may provide insight when full information about outcomes, such as point
measurements of quality, is unavailable. We validate each model to determine that the
observed model provides the most accurate point predictions.
Second, we use the quality prediction model to formulate a model that optimizes
the controls for any given set of flour characteristics. The probability that a particular batch
of finished goods is determined to be premium or non-premium prior to packaging is key
to the optimization of manufacturing controls because this is the primary determinant of
the value of the manufactured product. We build two related models for optimizing each
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batch of product where the attributes of the raw material are known prior to processing:
one that maximizes the probability that the finished good is premium, and one that
maximizes the net-revenues for the batch. In this way, we can compare the operational and
strategic decisions of the firm to address question 1 for firms facing raw material
variability. We use question 1 to validate the net-revenue model for use in our simulations.
We then use Monte Carlo simulation with the net-revenue maximizing model to
determine if the firm should use a price or quality decision criteria for identifying its supply
chain partners. We model the flour deliveries for each of three suppliers over time and use
the simulated delivered flour quality data to determine whether the firm’s manufacturing
control can manage less expensive flour that has higher variance of attributes, or if it is
better off using more expensive, but more consistent flour. In this way, we can address
question 2 for firms facing raw material variability.
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Figure 1.1 Methodology Schematic
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LITERATURE

Rapid changes in the food industry have left food firms asking two important questions:
how do they connect with consumers demanding healthier products (Lusk and McClusky
2018), and how can they operate more efficiently to improve margins. To the extent that
management academics can assist the food industry, we are positioned to do so most
dominantly with the latter question: how can we help firms operate more efficiently?
Simpson et al. (2015) make the case that we can do more to connect with practitioners to
find out what keeps executives awake at night. This paper is an attempt to consider one
small way in which food firms can operate more effectively in a rapidly changing market
in which margins are continually being challenged.

2.1

Food Processing, Operations, and Raw Materials

Snack food manufacturing is a $40 billion industry in the United States with expected
annual growth through 2022 of less than 1 percent per year (Stivaros 2017). One of the
major raw materials in snack food manufacturing is wheat flour. The USDA estimates that
in the 2016/2017 crop year, 963 million bushels of wheat were used for food, primarily in
manufactured products (Bond and Liefert 2016). There is little work of which we are aware
that addresses raw material variability in food manufacturing at an operational level.
Early work by Ethridge and Davis (1982) directly addresses the variable
characteristics in agricultural commodities by applying a hedonic price estimation to
cotton. They find that cotton prices are sensitive to cotton characteristics such as fiber
length, micronaire, and trash content. Following their work, hedonic analyses were
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conducted on a variety of agricultural products, including malting barley (Wilson 1984),
Kansas wheat (Espinosa and Goodwin 1991), melon fruits (Tronstad 1995), and more
recently post-extracted algae residue (Bryant et al. 2012). This body of literature, which is
extensive, demonstrates that the market values characteristics in raw materials and
agricultural products. Within this literature, our work is most clearly related to that of
Espinosa and Goodwin (1991) who find that Kansas wheat prices are responsive to wheat
quality characteristics measured at both the farm gate and in milling and baking uses,
although our goals and methods are different.
Early work in food processing by Preckel, Boland, and Schinckel (1993) studies
changes in producer profits, optimal hog slaughter weights, and carcass component weights
under three different pricing schemes.
Building on Preckel, Boland, and Schinckel’s 1993 work, Boland, Foster and
Akridge (1995) develop strategies to sort pork carcasses and primal cuts in packing plants.
To execute a focus-differentiations strategy, pork packers need accurate evaluation
technologies to obtain information on carcass quality attributes. They use multivariate
simulation to posit that procurement systems are important in gaining access to high quality
animals. The general conclusion of their work is that input quality matters for particular
strategies. Schuster and Allen (1998) similarly find that technology is important in
managing raw material logistics and planning challenges. Their practice study of Welch’s,
a cooperative owned grape-processing firm, indicates that after implementing a linear
program with spreadsheet optimization to calculate recipes at optimal cost based on raw
material and capacity constraints, the firm saved significant money. While this was not a
supplier selection model, it did account for raw material differences to build recipes.
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Haley and Mulvaney (1995) examine the design and application of process
controllers to the food industry. They indicate that model development is critical to the
application of process controllers, and that a common method is time series analysis, or
regressions, to perform system identification. They also indicate that, in addition to process
models, the process controllers require an analytical specification of the performance of
the system. For example, batch processes wherein the production line may produce
multiple types of products need a good response to setpoint changes between product
batches. They touch on raw material variability when discussing self-tuning control
strategies, which may be appropriate for processes that require frequent tuning to maintain
control due to effects of unmeasured load disturbances, such as “moisture variation in
feedstocks.”
Plante et al. (1999) observe that raw material variability is often a significant factor
affecting finished goods quality. Their study uses the case of a pharmaceutical
manufacturer to demonstrate the application of a combinatorial optimization model to
match raw material batches over a specified inventory horizon such that, with interaction
effects from process controls, the expected process yield is maximized. Plante et al.
consider two scenarios, one with a minimum expected cost criterion, modeled by a
quadratic loss function, and another in which process yield is modeled as a second-order
polynomial function of the parameters – raw material quality characteristics and process
parameters – to develop a raw material matching model that maximizes yield. In their
formulation, expected yield is maximized as a function of the moments, mean and variance,
of a batch of raw materials with various characteristics. We loosely follow a suggested
method of Plante et al. in developing a standard multiple linear regression model, with
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polynomial terms, to find the relationships between finished goods quality (a single
characteristic measurement) and a set of raw material characteristics.
O’Conner et al. (2002) examine the use of control procedures in brewing. They do
this in the context of fuzzy logic, allowing them to use fuzzy information to examine
complex processes, which occur frequently in food or beverage manufacturing. In brewing,
there is significant uncertainty around biological processes occurring during
manufacturing, such as yeast’s conversion of sugars to alcohol. O’Conner et al. develop a
case study wherein they process optimize fermentation given inputs – things not affected
by the other parameters and that can be directly controlled during fermentation – and
outputs – those things influenced by the input parameters. They were able to compare the
fuzzy outputs – predicted outputs – of their model to the actual values and found good
correlation for most measured parameters.
Boland and Marsh (2006) study raw material quality in the sugar beet industry. They
find that higher quality sugar beets lower a sugar refiner’s costs. By developing and
applying elasticities between labor, capital, energy, and sugar beet prices for both average
and high quality sugar beets, they demonstrate that high quality sugar beets are a substitute
for labor, and they provide evidence for cost-based motivations for financial incentives for
producers to grow high quality sugar beets.
Goodhue (2011) develops a literature review regarding incentive contracts and food
quality. She finds in studies of specific value chains that a desire for high quality or specific
characteristics results in an increased likelihood of contracting as opposed to spot market
purchasing. She also finds that a desire for specific quality attributes increases the degree
of vertical coordination in supply chains. Zhang, Zhou, and Liu (2014) study the
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appropriate contracting scheme for a buyer under a variety of circumstances. They
developed five contract types for various scenarios of price risk, supplier efficiency,
supplier risk aversion, and information asymmetry. They do not, however, study contracts
based on raw material characteristics. Similarly, Kouvelis, Turcic, and Zhao (2018) study
the optimal contracts used in supply chains exposed to fluctuating raw material costs under
both the presence and absence of a working capital constraint. They find that indexing on
raw material prices with default penalties is necessary and, with revenue sharing, more
versatile under price fluctuations. However, when the buyer does not need financing, a
lump-sum pass through cost becomes the better contract. Again, the authors do not discuss
raw material characteristics, only price volatility. However, their work does show that
supplier selection and engagement are necessary to success for food manufacturing firms
seeking specific raw materials.
There is a large body of recent literature addressing price volatility in commodity
markets, including food (Bellemare 2015), wheat (Janzen and Adjemian 2017; Haile,
Kalkuhl, and von Braun 2016), soybeans, rice, and corn (Haile, Kalkuhl, and von Braun
2016), oil (Diaz, Molero, and Perez de Gracia 2016), and links between food and energy
(Abdelradi and Serra 2015) as well as links between oil, corn and plastics (Jiang, Marsh,
and Tozer 2015). The commodity price literature is voluminous, and reflects the clear
importance of commodity markets to the global economy.
There is a growing body of literature focusing on food processors to test planning,
scheduling, and distribution models in complex, multiproduct environments. Rajaram and
Karmarker (2004) study planning and scheduling for multiproduct batch operations in the
food processing industry. They include a practice study to test their theoretical model and
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find that they could save a food processing firm significant costs. Their solution to the
scheduling and planning problem is to employ longer but fewer campaigns (batch runs) for
each product. While inventory holding costs increase in their solution, this is more than
offset by a significant reduction in set-up and rework costs. Mehrotra et al. (2011) also
study production planning in a multiproduct food processing firm. Using a case example
from ConAgra Foods, they address a large-scale production planning problem including
considerations for production patterns, foods grouped by allergens, sequence dependent
set-up times, large numbers of products, and the presence of significant inventory and setup costs. Their objective is to obtain a minimum-cost cyclic schedule to solve decisions
related to assigning products to lines, partitioning product demand over the lines, and the
sequencing of products on each line. They work with a challenging planning problem, and
demonstrate that their heuristic, which they develop from a theoretical framework, can save
the firm 28 percent, including 15 percent in set-up and inventory costs, compared to an
observed outcome across 283 products and 17 production lines.
Building on Mehrotra et al. (2011), Caro, Rajaram, and Wollenweber (2012) develop
a cost minimization problem to select the location of processes, the assignment of products
to the processes, and the distribution of finished products to markets for a food processing
company. They focus on the unique challenges of process industries, including uncertain
yields, economies of scale, and switching costs. While their work is theoretically focused,
they develop a heuristic to test at a food processing firm, which has led to annual savings
of 10 percent, or approximately $50 million. They also develop managerial insights, such
as a deeper understanding of the relationship between process choice and process
variability caused by yield uncertainty and switchover costs. Similarly, Azoury and
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Miyaoka (2013) develop and test a model for making production and distribution decisions
for a supply chain in the processed food industry. As is common in the processed food
industry, the supply chain contains multiple products and warehouses with constraints on
production, capacity, storage, and shipping. Their goal is to develop a production and
distribution policy that minimizes long-term average transportation, inventory holding, and
shortage costs subject to production smoothing, storage, shipping, and capacity constraints.
They apply a two-stage approach, repeated every period, incorporating “look-ahead”
features to enhance performance over time and improve upon myopic solutions. In their
first stage, they determine what and how much to produce based on weeks of average
demand for a product. In their second stage, they allocate the production quantities to the
warehouses. They test their model with a national food manufacturing firm and find
estimated total cost savings of 21 percent, or several hundred thousand dollars over a 21week period.
Kopanos, Puigjaner, and Georgiadis (2012) present a mixed integer program model
for simultaneous production and distribution planning problems in multi-site,
multiproduct, semi-continuous food processors. They use a discrete time approach to
calculate inventories and transport quantities at a logistics planning level, a continuoustime approach to sequence products at the production planning level, lot-sizing capacity
constraints in production scheduling for all products, and consider multiple transportation
modes. They find that food processing firms can save costs by integrating production and
logistics decisions. They also claim their framework can function as a negotiation tool
between manufacturing and supply chain groups within a firm by encouraging
collaboration to balance inventory, production, and distribution needs for efficiency.
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Kopanos, Puigjaner, and Georgiadis validate their work on the Greek dairy industry. Their
work studies the macro-decisions of a firm’s operations – large scale production and
logistics planning problems – but could incorporate the challenges of raw material
matching to production processes in industries facing raw material variability.
These previous studies demonstrate an interest in the problems of the food processing
industries, with focus on distribution, scheduling, and planning. The types of problems
addressed in the studies mentioned are large planning problems requiring the development
of heuristics from complex models. The earlier studies mentioned from the 1990s, such as
Preckel, Boland, and Schinckel (1993), Boland, Foster and Akridge (1995), and Plante et
al. (1999) take a closer look at the attributes of raw materials and their importance to the
planning and procurement process. However, we know of no studies that look at the impact
of raw material variability on supplier selection for a food processing firm.
There is also a significant body of literature in production planning, scheduling and
distribution for agricultural industries, whose products are either sold to retailers for direct
consumption or sold to food processors as raw materials. Allen and Schuster (2004), for
example, consider the problem of controlling risk in agricultural harvest, focusing
specifically on the challenges of matching harvesting with finished goods manufacturing.
They address balancing the risks of overinvestment in capital with the concurrent risk of
under-production of the crop. They focus specifically on a case study of the Concord grape
harvest, building a model to determine the optimal harvest rate. They find that
implementation of their model resulted in millions of dollars in cost avoidance by
extending the harvest season for one region, and thus avoiding large capital outlays, versus
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investing in capital to speed up harvest time in another region and thereby reducing harvest
risks.
Additional operations management work that focuses on agriculture addresses
harvesting and production planning. Bohle, Maturana, and Vera (2010) study wine grape
harvest scheduling. They develop a robust formulation to handle the primary uncertain
parameter of wine grape harvesting: labor productivity. They study the feasibility of their
solutions using a Monte Carlo simulation of various scenarios.
Ahumada and Villalobos (2011) build on the large perishable inventory literature
with a focus on agricultural products by presenting an operational decisions model for
harvesting, packing and distributing perishable agricultural products to maximize producer
revenues. They consider weather, labor availability, price, and plant biology to help
producers make decisions in changing environments. Their model is one of the first to use
biological functions with mixed integer programs to determine the best harvesting and
distribution policies over short-time periods. Their biological functions incorporate yield,
maturity, and the effects of harvesting decisions on quality and freshness. They also
incorporate postharvest perishability, or shelf-life, of the crops. As they indicate, models
incorporating biological characteristics with changes over time contain large numbers of
parameters and variables and can often become intractable. For this reason, their work is
important in developing a model that could be applied in commercial settings in decision
support tools, something we believe the food processing industry could similarly use. This
is particularly true as products and processes become more complex to satisfy changing
consumer demands.
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Lastly, recent work by Boyabatli, Nguyen, and Wang (2017) looks at capacity
investment decisions of a processor that uses a commodity raw material to produce a
commodity output and a by-product, using a case in the palm oil and kernal industry to
illustrate their results. They develop a multi-period model to examine the optimal one-time,
joint investment decisions in processing and output storage capacities. They include
uncertain production yields as well as uncertain input and output spot prices. They develop
results regarding the use of average versus maximum yields when planning capacity; on
using average yield when relative processing to capacity investment cost is high; on
ignoring spot price uncertainty when planning capacity; on the costs of ignoring by-product
revenues, even when they are relatively small; and, on using a high yield-balanced portfolio
in capacity planning as a near-optimal heuristic policy.
The literature on production planning, storage, distribution, and operations for
agriculture focuses generally on large scale problems, which we demonstrate further in the
following sections.

2.2

Supply Chain Management

The literature on supply chain management is extensive. A large body of literature
covering the food and agricultural industries relates to perishability and uncertainty. A
precursor to the food perishability literature examined the operations of blood bank
management, covering the ordering, inventory, and distribution systems around a highly
perishable product with uncertain demand. A seminal paper is Nahmias (1982), who
discusses the relevant literature on ordering policies for two types of inventory, fixed life
perishable products and decaying products, with both deterministic and stochastic
demands, and provides applications to blood bank management. He states that while blood
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bank problems have dominated the literature for theoretical and perishable inventory
modeling, food management problems would likely have a larger economic impact.
Goyal and Giri (2001) follow up on Nahmias (1982) with a review of the
deteriorating inventory literature covering the 1990s, using food products as their first
example of goods whose deterioration is observed during storage. They classify three
“meta-categories” of inventoried goods based on obsolescence, deterioration, and neither.
In particularly, Goyal and Giri classify food products as deteriorating goods, or “perishable
products.” They also classify these products as subject to either deterministic or stochastic
demand. They conclude that probability theory has done a good job of developing decision
making under risk and uncertainty, making the field of deteriorating inventory models more
relevant to real world challenges.
Bakker, Riezebos, and Teunter (2012) develop a more recent literature review
regarding inventory systems with deterioration. Using the system of Goyal and Giri (2001),
they classify the literature by shelf life and demand characteristics, but only for
deteriorating inventory. Unlike Goyal and Giri, they do not address obsolescence. Their
review categorizes the literature very broadly into price changes for perishables, shortages
and backordering, single and multi-item inventory control problems, two warehouse
problems, multi-echelon inventory control, and deteriorating inventory with time-value of
money problems. They only tangentially address issues of food, but indicate that the
literature continues to examine food and agricultural product deterioration challenges
within supply chains (Akkerman, Farahani, and Grunow 2010; Rong, Akkerman, and
Grunow 2011).
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Ahumada and Villalobos (2009) provide a review of the agri-food supply chain
literature. They point to three previous reviews by Glen (1987), Lowe and Preckel (2004),
and Lucas and Chhajed (2004). Glen points out that operations research had limited
exposure to farm planning, at least at the time of his review, but that as farming was
becoming increasingly complex, specialized, and capital intensive, it merited increased
attention. Most of the farm planning models were, at that time, contained within the
agricultural economics literature.
Glen’s literature review focused primarily on the farm, without development of
supply chain decision making, but it paved the way for Lowe and Preckel (2004) to develop
their call for research. Of some relevance to our work, they call for research into the
increasing use of contracting and accountability at various stages in the agricultural supply
chain. They point out that Boehlje et al. (2003) posits that longer-term relationships in the
supply chain, as opposed to spot markets, increase efficiency by improving scheduling,
material flow, and capacity utilization. In addition, longer-term relationships can improve
quality control and provide more rapid responses to shifting consumer demands. While we
do not believe that Lowe and Preckel or Boehlje et al. had our work in mind 15 years ago,
we think our study of supplier selection’s impact on operations fits within the general call
for the application of operations management to agricultural challenges.
Lucas and Chhajed (2004) provide a survey of location analysis in agriculture,
starting with von Thunen’s 1826 book “Isolated State with Respect to Agriculture and the
National Economy,” wherein the impact of distance to market on the use of agricultural
land was examined. Lucas and Chhajed describe the nature of the modern agricultural
location problem as complex, consisting of multiple facilities with capacity constraints,
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lateral or vertical goods transfers, and disbursed production with concentrated demand.
They also point out that typical problems are broad in scope, focusing on the entire industry
or multiple stages in the transformation process, such as production, storage, processing
and distribution. In contrast, most research does not focus on a particular stage in the
process or on specific companies, a gap we fill with our work focusing on a particular
firm’s processing and supplier selection challenges, although we do not address location
decisions.
Ahumada and Villalobos (2009) focus on models dealing with tactical decisions
such as production and distribution in their literature review, although they identify four
main functional areas, production, harvest, storage, and distribution. As with previous
reviews, they categorize the modeling approaches as deterministic or stochastic based on
the certainty of the parameters. Like Pastacos (1984), they also classify models into
operational, tactical, and strategic planning models, in this case for perishable – or fresh –
and non-perishable farm products. Ahumada and Villalobos point out the gaps between
agri-food and non-agricultural supply chain research, such as network design for local and
international markets, supply chain coordination, transportation operations, and
information management systems. They indicate that recent trends in agri-food supply
chains, such as traceability, quality certifications, food safety, and quick response are being
lumped together as “Agroindustrialization of Operations,” a term they claim indicates the
increasing similarities between manufacturing supply chains and agri-food supply chains.
Ahumada and Villalobos conclude by indicating the need for contributions such as
operational models integrating production and distribution decisions, a space subsequently
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filled by Devalkar, Anupindi, and Sinha (2011), Kopanos, Puigjaner, and Georgiadis
(2012) and Azoury and Miyaoka (2013).
Recent work in agri-food supply chains has looked at challenges facing fresh food
strategies. Blackburn and Scudder (2009) study supply chain strategies for perishable
products, with case studies on melons and corn. They show that the optimal supply chain
uses a responsive strategy at its start to stabilize the deterioration in fresh products, such as
getting them to a cooler quickly, and then an efficient strategy to deliver the products to
market. A key finding of theirs is that the responsive segment and efficient segment
decisions do not need to be coordinated to achieve optimization, a counterintuitive result.
When each segment of the chain optimizes its own batch size, and the whole system is
subject to a continuous cold chain constraint, shipping decisions in the efficient chain can
be based on cost efficiency and transfer batch sizes in the responsive chain can be based
on maximizing product value. This research clearly acknowledges the deterioration in
agricultural products, but looks primarily at those destined for final consumption, not
processing.
Cai et al. (2010) also examine the fresh product supply chain and incorporate
freshness keeping effort. They examine a situation in which a distributor procures fresh
products and must then undertake long-distance transportation to a target market. In this
process, the distributor must also undertake freshness preservation efforts, which impact
the quality and quantity of the final delivery. They study this under both centralized and
decentralized systems. Perhaps contrary to Blackburn and Scudder (2009), Cai et al. find
that decentralized systems result in substantial profit losses for the entire system due to
distributors ordering less product and devoting higher freshness keeping effort. They
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develop an incentive scheme to facilitate coordination to obtain the optimality of the
centralized system. They find, generally, that the producer and distributor should engage
in coordination when decisions regarding freshness keeping effort are required and when
markets are sensitive to freshness level. Similar to Blackburn and Scudder, Cai et al. focus
on deteriorating products destined for final consumption, not on intermediate products for
further processing.
A recent literature review of agribusiness supply chain risk management by
Behzadi et al. (2017) identifies several areas of risk that deserve further review, including
perishability modeling, multi-period planning, rare high-impact disruption combined with
operational uncertainty, robust and resilient strategies, demand-side disruptions, and highly
integrated information driven supply chains. The authors focus on risk planning and
mitigation, which we do not generally address in our work. They note that a large amount
of the literature related to risk management strategies focus on diversification, one of the
most common strategies to address risk in agriculture.
We note an important difference in vocabulary between the traditional and agrifood supply chain literatures. In the agri-food supply chain literature, “production”
typically refers to cropping decisions, but not to food manufacturing or processing which
take place further down the chain. Alternatively, in the traditional supply chain literature,
such as Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky, and Simchi-Levi (2003) and Fleischmann, Meyr, and
Wagner (2005) production refers to those activities related to manufacturing or processing
A recent shift in the food and agricultural supply chain management literature is
toward sustainability. Akkerman, Farahani, and Grunow (2010) develop a literature review
addressing operations management challenges in quality, safety, and sustainability in food
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distribution. As with previous authors, they divide the literature into three levels,
operational transportation planning, tactical network planning, and strategic network
design. They note that quality changes during distribution are considered by various
authors, but that the integration of product quality requires significant simplification of the
dynamic processes of deterioration. They point out that the challenges facing the food
processing and distribution industries requires significant interdisciplinary efforts,
including operations management and food engineering. Additional recent work includes
Rankin et al. (2011), who explore agribusiness’ perspective on sustainability through
actions and performance measures, and factors that influence a firm’s sustainability
initiatives; Zanoni and Zavanella (2012), who study the optimization of fresh product
supply chains, their energy requirements, and the quality outcomes; Soysal, BloemhofRuwaard, and van der Vorst (2014), who present a multi-objective linear programming
model for a beef logistics problem to minimize costs and emissions; Meneghetti and Monti
(2015), who develop an optimization model for the sustainable design of automated
refrigerated storage and retrieval systems for the food supply chain; and Genovese et al.
(2017) who discuss sustainability and the circular economy in supply chains with an
application to food chains.

2.3

Supplier Selection

Supplier selection is often undertaken as a production decision but should be viewed
strategically (Miller et al. 1982). Flynn, Schroeder, and Sakakibara (1994) make the case
that top management support for quality management impacts a variety of activities
including process management and supplier involvement. They explicitly state that the
supply function is a key issue in quality management as materials and purchases can be
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sources of quality outcomes, and that supplier selection criteria that included quality often
result in higher output quality – although the claim does not come from the food processing
industry. Banker and Khosla (1995) make a similar argument that closer supplier
relationships improve production quality. Many firms, they claim, have moved toward
using single suppliers with which they develop deep, supportive relationships. Banker and
Khosla provide examples from the automotive industry in their analysis. They point out
Chrysler Automotive’s use of a broad set of supplier selection criteria, including targeting
final prices for finished goods and working backward to establish supplier prices and
quality specifications. They advocate for multiple supplier selection criteria, including
price and quality.
Work by Verma and Pullman (1998) examines the perceived importance of cost,
quality, and delivery performance as supplier selection criteria, attributes they select based
on earlier literature by Dickson (1966). Verma and Pullman use questionnaires with Likertscale questions to examine managers’ perceptions of supplier selection, and find that
quality is the most important attribute when selecting a supplier. They also perform a
discrete choice analysis on revealed preferences (as opposed to the stated preferences found
in the Likert-scale questions) using a multinomial logit regression. They find that managers
place more weight on cost and delivery timeliness than on quality, resulting in a divergence
between what managers “say” and what they “do” when it comes to supplier selection.
Krause, Pagell, and Curkovic (2001) also use a survey with a confirmatory factory
analysis to test the competitive priorities of purchasing. They find support for the
traditional purchasing priorities of quality, cost, delivery, and flexibility, as well as an
additional factor, innovation. They claim to progress the literature around linking business
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and operational strategies, and that the same relationships should hold for purchasing
functions. They call for additional research into the links between purchasing strategy and
competitive priorities, adding that companies need to decide what competencies they are
seeking, the criteria that are important, and the costs they are willing to incur.
Our work addresses some of these points by considering the tradeoff between cost
and quality and, excluding other decision criteria such as risk, what might be a primary
decision criteria for food processors facing raw material variability. Pagell and Krause
(2002) follow up Krause, Pagell, and Curkovic (2001) with a hierarchical regression on
survey data to validate extant literature indicating that firms in which manufacturing and
purchasing pursue different strategic priorities – cost, quality, delivery, etc. – have lower
performance compared with others in their industry. They conclude that top managers
should ensure that functional managers are pursuing internally consistent strategies, a point
we address for our partner firm.
Ryder and Fearne (2003) use a case study approach to examine the importance of
strategic purchasing in the food industry. In particular, they examine supply clusters for
food processors and indicate that working with suppliers to manage raw materials storage
and delivery was key to success. In their work, they point to a processing firm that
encouraged primary suppliers to manage incoming product and sub-processing activities.
More recently, Su and Gargeya (2016) examine supplier selection by small and
medium sized firms in the textile industry. Using a survey methodology they examine the
relationship between supplier selection criteria and firm performance. They find that ontime delivery, trust, quality, and cost are among the most important supplier selection
criteria.
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2.4

Importance of Wheat and Flour

Early work by Clayton and Morrison (1972) discusses the changes in lipids due to
storage of wheat-flour. They design an experiment to store various wheat-flours of
approximately 13 percent moisture at different temperatures and test the lipid content after
storage for different time periods (measured in months). They find lipid losses for flours
stored at low temperatures (15 degrees centigrade) but slight losses for higher temperature
storage (25 and 37 degrees centigrade). The authors indicate that the baking quality of
freshly milled flour may improve during the early stages of storage but degrades quickly
after this point as lipids are important to the breadmaking process. Our discussions with
firms in the baking industry align with the observation that flour stored for longer periods
of time is more difficult to work with in breadmaking. Challenges in supply chain planning
have originated from the need to use wheat-flour within an optimal timeframe. Suppliers
store wheat instead of flour, which they mill in a semi- just-in-time fashion for the food
manufacturer.
Huebner et al (1997) examine the protein distributions among hard red winter wheat
varieties and their relationships with baking quality. They perform statistical tests to
confirm a relationship between loaf volume and protein, but indicate the relationship may
not be completely linear due to changes in specific gliadins – a component of gluten and a
type of protein found in wheat – between wheat types and environmental conditions. They
indicate that environmental factors as well as wheat types can impact baking quality
outcomes.
Huebner et al. cite Finney (1985), who examines the effects of gluten properties on
bread properties. Included in Finney’s work are regression analyses that relate loaf volume,
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a quality outcome, to flour protein content. Finney concludes that loaf volume increases in
protein content for given wheat cultivars.
Van Lonkhuijsen, Hamer, and Schreuder (1992) use multiple linear regression to
examine the relationships between specific gliadins and loaf volumes. They find that
certain types of gliadins have negative coefficients with loaf volume, while others have
positive relationships, a finding confirmed by Huebner et al. (1997). Van Lonkhuijsen,
Hamer, and Schreuder conclude that gliadins and specific glutenins can strongly influence
the breadmaking properties of wheat.
Posner and Hibbs (1997) detail the challenges of milling and shipping flour. They
indicate that flour can degrade over time and that transportation methods are important to
the preservation of flour. Flour distribution appears to be a relatively unstudied challenge
in the operations literature, although data availability and specificity may make it a
challenging topic. Posner and Hibbs indicate that supply chain and operations decisions
both at the miller and the manufacturer are important to maintaining flour quality.
Wang and Flores (1999) conduct a literature review and indicate that storage is a
critical component of the wheat-flour supply chain. At the manufacturing level, they find
that flour components change during aging, and that generally wheat-flour’s baking
outcomes improve with some aging – up to 3 weeks – under appropriate storage conditions.
They also indicate that prolonged storage of wheat-flour destroys its baking quality. The
challenge for millers and food manufacturers is to appropriately store large quantities of
wheat-flour with consistent temperature, humidity, and air flow. In most cases, appropriate
storage of wheat-flour would be cost prohibitive for extended periods. Wheat storage,
however, is commonly practiced by millers, and Wang and Flores indicate that it is helpful
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to the milling process to do so. Wheat that is stored for some time –over 2 months, which
is common in the milling industry, and up to 5 months according to some studies – is easier
to mill into flour as flour extraction increases and ash content drops for aged wheat. Storing
wheat for years, however, can result in deterioration of its milling and baking qualities.
Goesaert et al. (2005) study how wheat-flour characteristics, particularly starches and
glutens, impact bread quality. They also look at common methods used to impact their
functionality, such as using enzymes, oxidizing, and reducing agents. The use of these is
common in food manufacturing in order to improve processing outcomes. However,
Goesaert et al. find that there is still an extensive amount of work to be done to understand
the transformation of flour into bread, particularly to gain insights into flour characteristics’
relationships with finished goods outcomes. This clearly indicates a challenge in fully
capturing the relationship between finished goods quality and the constituent inputs to a
manufacturing process, including flour characteristics. There are many components of the
baking and breadmaking process for which we have limited understanding. Authors noted
here and elsewhere have consistently found wheat genetics, the environment, and baking
practices to be highly important, even if the relationships between them remain difficult to
disentangle.

2.5

Our Contribution

We study the effects of raw material variability on food processing and
manufacturing. In particular, we examine the effects of using an agricultural raw material
on the manufacturing firm’s expected revenues by addressing two questions: does our firm
exhibit a gap in their strategic and operational activities and does raw material variability
play an important role in supplier selection. We consider relevant themes in the literature
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to provide context and support for our work: food processing, supply chain management,
supplier selection, and wheat-flour science.
Our work is similar or that of Plante et al. (1999), who examine matching raw
materials to optimize process yields for given inputs and finished goods. In this regard, our
work progresses the literature from a micro-level, looking at the operational impact of raw
material on food processing outcomes. We deviate from Plante’s method by incorporating
process controls in our regression and, as opposed to embedding the regression in a loss
function, we use the error function to establish the probability of a particular batch being
within a range of desired values by optimizing the process controls. In their pharmaceutical
case study, where instead of optimizing process controls they optimize raw material
matching, Plante et al. use a logit regression where their dependent variable was either high
yield or low yield. They define a problem to minimize the expected loss of process yield
by matching raw material batches in the production process.
Our regression analysis follows methods used by cereal chemists. We employ
regressions following Finney (1985), Van Lonkhuijsen, Hamer, and Schreuder (1992), and
Huebner et al (1997) to establish relationships between flour characteristics and quality
outcomes. We deviate from them by incorporating process controls in the regressions.
Bohle, Maturana, and Vera (2010) use Monte Carlo simulations to study various
scenarios for labor productivity at harvest. We follow this method to examine flour delivery
scenarios across different suppliers or months.
While we do not claim to fill the precise gaps Ahumada and Villalobos (2009)
identify, we look at the supplier selection decision’s impact on food processing outcomes
within an agri-food chain. A clear gap in the food operations management literature relates
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to firm level decisions around supplier selection, particularly under raw material quality or
variability challenges, a body of work we hope to help develop.
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METHODOLOGY

3.1

The Manufacturing Process

Here, we detail the manufacturing process to help contextualize the models in the
following sections. We focus on the manufacturing decisions of a snack food
manufacturing firm whose primary raw material is wheat-flour.
Manufacturing decisions are those controls available to the snack food
manufacturers to turn flour (and other ingredients) into finished goods. Table 3.1 provides
a summary of the manufacturing variables (controls) and their descriptions, while Table
3.2 provides a summary of the flour attributes and their descriptions. We provide summary
statistics for the controls and flour characteristics and information about what constitutes
“high quality” flour in the Data Collection subsection below. Manufacturing decisions are
made after the flour characteristics have been measured.
Table 3.1 Manufacturing Control Variables Summaries
Control Variable (Units)
Added Water (pounds)
Mix Time (minutes)
Extruder (pounds/square inch)
Salt (pounds)
Kiln Speed (custom unit)

Description
Water added at the mixing stage
Mix time for each batch of product
Extrusion of the product for cutting
Salt sprinkled onto the product prior to baking
Speed of the dryer kiln, 650 kiln units = 7.88
ft/min

Table 3.2 Flour Attributes Summaries
Flour Characteristic (Units)
Moisture (percent by weight)
Protein (percent by weight)
Ash (percent by weight)
Mixing Tolerance Index
(Brabender Units)

Description
Non-added water content of flour
Gluten protein content of flour
Mineral content of flour, typically remaining wheat
kernel
A measure taken by a farinograph to determine how
well the flour will “tolerate” mixing
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The controls we study are not necessarily specific to our partner firm, although we
study them in the context of their finished good and operating environment. Most firms in
the baking and snack food industry use very similar controls to make flour based products.
Generally, controls manage the mixing of ingredients, time, and temperature. The process
for food manufacturers making flour based producs is one of moisture addition to create
dough, dough shaping, and moisture extraction through baking and drying. Our work with
a partner firm in the snack food industry illustrates the process for a firm that cares about
the flour attributes in Table 3.2 and uses the controls provided in Table 3.1 to create
finished products.
The manufacturing process we studied starts at the mixing stage, where the operator
determines how much water to combine with the flour and additional ingredients to make
the dough. The quantities of flour and additional ingredients, except water, are fixed by the
recipe for any given product on a given production line – of which we focus on one product
manufactured on a single production line. After adding the water, the operator determines
the mix time for the dough.
Once the dough is mixed it is extruded and cut. The extruder shapes the snack
product and the cutter separates one product from another. The product then proofs on a
conveyor belt before traveling under a salter. Once salted, it travels through an oven. In our
model, we treat the oven temperatures as fixed between batches due to the impracticality
of adjusting them batch by batch. The final oven zones are configured for drying – the kiln
zones – and the speed at which the products are sent through – the kiln speed – is
controllable. After drying, the finished product is sent to the packaging line. A moisture
check is taken prior to drying, and a final moisture check is taken directly before packaging.
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For some controls, the values are invariant - for example, the cutter and proofing speeds,
in our dataset, are constant. For others controls, such as the kiln speed and extruder
pressure, adjustments are made frequently. We focus on isolating the controls in the
manufacturing process by focusing on one product on a single production line to hold
constant the differences production lines.
At each stage of the production process, the operator knows what the quality
characteristics of the flour are and what controls have been applied up to that point. For
example, when adding water, they know the characteristics of the flour. When setting the
mix time, they know the flour characteristics and added water quantity, and so on with
knowledge of the flour measurements and production control settings for each step of the
process that precedes the current step for the batch.
The manufacturing process is an engineering process designed (and tuned) to
produce a particular product. Our goal is to determine the relationships between controls,
flour attributes and finished goods quality, and to apply them in a model of the
manufacturing system.
Figure 3.1 diagrams the manufacturing process for our partner firm, from raw
material inputs to the finished goods. We focus on five manufacturing controls: added
water, mix time, extruder, added salt, and kiln speed (bake in Figure 3.1). Flour and
additional ingredient quantities other than water and salt are fixed in the manufacturing
process. In the case of our partner firm, flour cost comprises over 99 percent of the direct
raw material cost of the finished good.
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Figure 3.1 Manufacturing Process with Controls (diamonds)

After the finished goods are manufactured, the baker uses two metrics to test their
quality. We focus on one of these: final product moisture. The other metric is titration,
which can be used to measure the pH, as well as sodium, iron and calcium contents.
Titration is primarily used for regulatory purposes to ensure the finished goods meet the
nutrition label on the packaging. We focus on the finished goods moisture because the
manufacturing firm uses it as the final quality test prior to packaging. The manufacturer
requires the moisture to be between upper and lower bounds in order to package it. If the
product is too wet, it could spoil, while if it is too dry, it will not be acceptable to
consumers. If a finished goods batch meets the criteria for packaging, as it does
approximately 94 percent of the time at our partner firm’s manufacturing facility, it is
packaged as “premium” product and added to inventory for delivery to retailers. If the
product does not meet the criteria it has four potential destinations: rework, in which it is
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put back through the manufacturing process as an alternate product such as filler material,
alternate retail channel distribution, such as dollar or factory stores, animal feed, or trash.
Our data very rarely indicates disposal of the product as trash, and when that is the ultimate
destination, it is never for flour related issues. For example, the most frequent cause of
classifying the product as trash in our dataset is possible contamination. In our dataset,
“non-premium” products always have some residual value. For our purposes, we lump the
outcomes of a batch into two categories – premium and non-premium – and assign
appropriate revenues to each.
Flour attributes interact with the controls in several ways. For example, an operator
(a baker) might “feel” the dough’s strength, derived from the protein in the flour, to
determine if it needs more or less water. If they feel that the dough was was too dry or too
wet after mixing it, they can adjust the pressure of the extruder or the speed of the product
through the drying kiln to compensate. If the mixing tolerance index is high they might
mix the dough for less time as it may display lower mixing stability. Ash may affect water
absorption, resulting in changes in the amount of water added during the mixing stage or
in the amount of drying time needed at the kiln stage. We consider these interactions in
developing a model to provide insights into the snack food manufacturing process. The
following sections detail how we establish the relationships between flour attributes and
controls, as well as our models over which we optimize the manufacturing control settings.

3.2

Operational Model Development

To build our models, we develop an econometric analysis to establish a relationship
between finished goods quality, which we measure as moisture, the flour attributes and the
manufacturing controls. We use this econometric function to predict the finished goods
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moisture given the flour characteristics and control settings. We then embed this function
into a model with the objective of maximizing the probability of getting premium quality
products by selecting the appropriate control settings conditional on the flour attributes of
a particular flour batch. To our quality maximization model, we then add finished goods
prices for premium and non-premium outcomes, as well as a cost vector for controls, and
a transformation that converts the net revenue from dollars per batch to dollars per hour
(Burt, 1978). This approach allows us to assess the degree to which the producer may trade
off quality (i.e. likelihood of obtaining premium product) versus net returns. We implement
these as two models, one that maximizes the quality of a batch of finished goods (i.e. the
probability that the final moisture will be within the premium range), and another that
maximizes the net-revenues from a batch of finished goods. Both of these models focus on
a single batch for which the flour attributes are known before the production controls are
set. The following subsections detail these steps. Our Empirical Results are provided in
Chapter 4.
3.2.1

The Relationship between Raw Materials, Controls, and Finished Goods
Quality
We start by developing a model that relates the raw material characteristics,

manufacturing controls, and finished goods moisture. The goal is to predict, given a set of
raw material characteristics and controls, the final moisture of the finished goods. This
relationship along with the distribution of the error term can be used to express the
probability that the finished goods batch will be premium or non-premium, i.e. that final
moisture will be between the required upper and lower bounds. The goal is critically
important to keep in mind: we are not attempting to establish causality or determine how
bakers should behave with this model. We apply it only to predict finished goods moisture
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given a set of inputs of raw materials and control settings. In other words, we are neither
overly concerned with perfect, unbiased coefficient estimates, nor with the statistical
significance of each of the inputs. We are concerned with the model’s performance in out
of sample prediction, which we address in the Empirical Results chapter. The model we
use is given in equation (1.a):

(1)

where gi is the finished goods moisture of observation i, aji is the level of the j-th flour
attribute for observation i, and xki is the setting for control k for observation i. Table
3.3provides definitions of the components for equation (1).
Table 3.3Variables and Coefficients for Econometric Model, Equation (1)
gi
aji

Final product moisture for observation i
Flour characteristics vector: moisture content, protein content, ash
content, and mixing tolerance index
xki
Manufacturing controls vector: added water, mix time, extruder
settings, salt, and kiln speed
j
Flour characteristics index with J components
k
Manufacturing controls index with K components
b
Intercept
�� , �� , �� , �� , Coefficients for the characteristics, controls, cross-terms, and
��� , ���* , ���* polynomial terms
The error term for observation i
�i
We use ordinary least squares to estimate equation (1). We believe this is an appropriate
choice, and the results of various methods used to test our choice are provided in the
Empirical Results section below. We generally meet the basic assumptions of linear
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regressions: 1) the model is linear in parameters; 2) there is no exact collinear relationship
between the independent variables; 3) the variables are generally exogenous; 4) a test for
heteroscedasticity reveals its possible presence, which will not affect our coefficient
estimates (but for which we can correct the standard errors if appropriate); 5) our data
generating process is well known; and 6) our disturbances are normally distributed, as
evidenced by Shapiro Wilk and Jarque Bera tests.
3.2.2

The Quality Maximization Problem
Equation (1) defines a function, which for the following sections we will refer to as

�. , the estimate of finished goods moisture. We denote the upper and lower bounds of
premium product as �/ and �0 , respectively. We therefore have three probabilities of
interest:
1. Premium: �� {�0 ≤ �. (�8. , �:. |�8 , �8 , �: , �: , �8: , �88* , �::* ) ≤ �/ },
2. Non-premium (to dry): �� {�0 ≥ �. (�8. , �:. |�8 , �8 , �: , �: , �8: , �88* , �::* )} and
3. Non-premium (to wet): �� {�/ ≤ �. (�8. , �:. |�8 , �8 , �: , �: , �8: , �88* , �::* )}.
Each region is defined by the probability that the point prediction of �. , as a function of
the flour characteristics aji and manufacturing controls xki given the estimated coefficients
from equation (1), is in that region. The quality model maximizes the probability that the
finished goods batch is in region 1 by optimizing the control settings, xki, given we have
observed the flour characteristics, aji. Equation (2.a) gives the quality maximization
problem:
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(2.a)

(2.b)

Table 3.4 Variables and Parameters from the Quality Maximization Problem
��

Final product moisture prediction for observation i given the observed
flour characteristics
gL, gH
Lower and upper bounds of the finished goods moisture to qualify as
premium product
xki
Manufacturing controls vector: added water, mix time, extruder
settings, salt, and kiln speed
aji
Flour characteristics vector: moisture level, protein level, ash level,
and mixing tolerance index
k, j
Manufacturing controls index with K components, and flour
characteristics index with J components
�� , �� , �� , �� , Coefficients for the characteristics, controls, cross-terms, and
��� , ���* , ���* polynomial terms
The error term for observation i
�i
We impose bounds on the xk’s choice set – equation (2.b) – to ensure the solutions
fit within the engineering specifications imposed by the firm’s equipment and
manufacturing process. Equation (2.a) uses the error function, as defined by Abramovitz
and Stegun (1964) with slight implementation modifications. To meet the requirement that
the regression residuals be normality distributed to apply the error function, we provide the
results of the Shapiro-Wilk Test and a Jarque-Bera Test on the residuals of the regression
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analysis in the Empirical Results section. Neither test rejects the null hypothesis of
normality of the regression errors.
Our mathematical model selects the manufacturing control settings for each
observation, having observed the flour characteristics for the batch, to set gi as close to the
midpoint between gL and gH as possible. This is a consequence of the symmetry of the
normal distribution for the regression errors. In other words, the predicted moisture of a
perfect batch of finished goods will naturally fall directly in the middle of the desired range
of specifications, which maximizes the probability that the entire batch is premium.
How good is our partner manufacturing firm at manufacturing premium product?
We provide some insights into this in the data summary statistics, but qualitatively, the
firm is performing very well. They have a success rate of approximately 94 percent in
getting the finished good between the upper and lower bounds of the desired finished goods
moisture. In our emipirical model, we use tighter upper and lower bounds on final moisture
for identifying premium products than the firm does. These performance bounds were
tightened to increase the model sensitivity to production controls. Our empirical model,
does slightly better when using the firm’s quality bounds on moisture for identifying
premium product, with a success of over 99 percent, but we think this fairly reflects the
firm’s ability to produce premium products consistently.
3.2.3

The Net-Revenue Maximization Problem
We want to compare the operational outcomes with a net-revenue maximization

outcome. To do this, we extend our Quality Maximization model from the previous section
by incorporating prices for both non-premium and premium finished goods, as well as input
prices and a conversion of the objective to be on a per unit of time basis. We use this model
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to demonstrate the different outcomes a firm faces when it optimizes its activities for
quality versus net-revenues, and to demonstrate the implications of raw material variability
on the net-revenues of the firm in its supplier selection. The net-revenue maximization
model accounts only for direct costs – water, salt, flour, and throughput. We do not include
labor and overhead. The manufacturing firm operates the plant and production lines
continuously, spreading overhead across all batches. In other words, labor and overhead
are fixed, not variable costs, and have no impact on the results of the maximization
problem. Equations (3.a) and (3.b) provide the net-revenue maximization problem:

(3.a)

(3.b)

In this problem, all three regions of premium and non-premium finished goods are
important as each region produces revenue at a different rate per unit of output. Table 3.5
provides the variable and parameter summaries for equations (3.a) and (3.b).
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In Equation (3.a), the portion inside the curly brackets is the expected revenue from
the batch minus the costs for flour and all controls except the kiln speed. We multiple this
by the kiln speed times a constant kiln factor that converts the objective to net return per
hour. The expression in the curly brackets is in dollars per batch. The kiln factor converts
the maximization problem’s units into dollars per hour – the faster the kiln is set, the higher
the dollars per hour.
Table 3.5 Variables and Parameters for the Revenue Maximization Problem
��

Final product moisture prediction for observation i given the observed
flour characteristics
gL, gH
Lower and upper bounds of the finished goods moisture to qualify as
premium product
xki
Manufacturing controls vector for each batch: added water, mix time,
extruder settings, salt, and kiln speed
xkH, xkL
Upper and lower variable bounds for the manufacturing controls
ck
The cost vector for control k
sm
Flour price for miller (supplier) m, per pound of flour
qm
Flour quantity for each batch from miller m, fixed by the recipe (nonvariable)
f
Kiln factor, in batches/hour, converts units from dollars/batch to
dollars/hour
rp
Finished goods price per batch for premium product
rnp
Finished goods price per batch for non-premium product
aji
Flour characteristics vector: moisture level, protein level, ash level, and
mixing tolerance index
k, j
Manufacturing controls index with K components, and flour
characteristics index with J components
�� , �� , �� , �� , Coefficients for the characteristics, controls, cross-terms, and
��� , ���* , ���* polynomial terms
The error term for observation i
�i
There are some implicit constraints contained in the variable bounds (3.b) of
equation (3). In most cases, salt has a low impact on the finished goods’ moisture, and thus
its lower bound is based on consumer taste preferences. The kiln variable has a high impact
on the finished goods’ moisture, and is a critical setting, but it also determines throughput.
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The faster the firm can run the kiln, the faster they can produce finished goods – up to a
limit. At its highest point, the kiln constraint represents an engineering constraint. Given
that profit is linear in kiln speed, the model solution will always run the kiln at its upper
boundary, within engineering limits. The firm’s concern is not over-production, but
improved efficiency and production speed, with the general ability to market and sell at a
positive profit any finished goods they produce.
3.2.4

Addressing the Research Questions
First, we want to know if the firm is “leaving money on the table” due to potential

suboptimal use of the controls from an operational perspective. We make comparisons
between the observed actions of the firm’s operations team and the results of the net
revenue maximization problem to judge whether the analysis presented here has potential
to substantially improve firm net returns.
Second, we want to know if the firm faces a price-quality trade-off in its supply
chain decision, if the decision is important to its net-revenues, and if so, which criterion it
should prioritize. We examine this by generating a Monte Carlo simulation for the model
in equation (3). Using observed flour deliveries to gather the joint distributions of flour
characteristics by miller, we use the moments of the flour deliveries to generate a random
but realistic dataset of flour characteristics for each supplier by month. Combining the
generated flour dataset with each miller’s observed flour price, we use equation (3) to
examine which miller generates the highest expected hourly net-revenues – the least
expensive, the lowest variance, or the highest quality1 – during each month. In this way,

1

Quality in a multivariate case is difficult to establish. We rely on the fact that our partner firm considers
supplier 3 to be the “high” quality flour supplier, and supplier 1 to be the “low” quality flour supplier. If you
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we can also assess the potential benefits of diversifying flour sourcing across suppliers over
time.

3.3

Data Collection

We partner with a national food manufacturing firm for data collection and insights
into the challenges facing the industry. Data collection took place at a large, multiproduct
manufacturing facility in the United States whose primary raw material across all product
lines is wheat flour. The facility sources its flour from three local flour millers.
We base our analysis on three datasets:
1. Flour reports -- details of each flour batch, including moisture, protein, and ash
measurements taken by both the flour millers and the manufacturing firm, as well
as the mixing tolerance index, flour supplier, and delivery date;
2. Production data -- details of each the flour batch, control settings, and intermediate
quality test results for production of a particular-batch of finished goods; and
3. Finished goods quality -- details of the final quality measurements of each batch,
taken directly before packaging, that determine the classification of the finished
good as either premium or non-premium product.
The firm collects data for food safety, audit, and regulatory purposes, as well as in-house
data analysis. Flour reports and finished goods quality data are collected electronically, and
were provided in electronic format. Production data were collected by hand on the
operations line. The operations team documents the control settings for production runs,
with the hand-written sheets including all the control settings across several manufacturing

were to use a proxy from our datasets for flour quality, it would be appropriate to choose mixing tolerance
index, in which a lower number typically represents higher quality levels.
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and product lines. The sheets also include some intermediate quality tests, which the
operations team use to calibrate the controls between production batches, and timestamps
for each batch.
To undertake our project, the operations team agreed to make changes to the
information provided on the written sheets. In addition to the control settings, they
documented the flour data on the sheet, including the flour batch’s bill of lading number
(BOL), and often the flour characteristics. We used the BOL to match the production batch
to the raw material flour report.
Finished goods testing was not performed for each batch, but per period. At an
average kiln speed, the manufacturer produces approximately 3 batches of finished goods
per hour, or one every 20 minutes. However, finished goods moisture tests are conducted
every 30 minutes. Each finished goods moisture test contains a timestamp, production line
number, and product. We matched these timestamps to those on the production data sheets.
In this way, we could assemble complete observations containing the raw material data,
the controls in the manufacturing process, and the finished goods quality. Clearly, due to
the mismatched timing between production batches and quality testing, we were forced to
dispose of some batch observations.
Over the course of approximately five months, we received data on thousands of
production runs across multiple products and production lines. After data assembly and
cleaning, we obtained a dataset of finished goods batches with 211 observations for a single
product manufactured on a particular production line. To focus our analysis and limit the
impact of unobserved variables, we focus on one product and a single production line.
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Our flour data spans a longer period and contains 1,686 observations of flour
deliveries between August 1, 2016 and May 31, 2017. Deliveries are made by three
suppliers multiple times per day. Each observation is a truckload of flour and includes
measurements of the moisture percent, protein percent, ash percent, and mixing tolerance
index, as well as the supplier, the date of delivery, a bill of lading, and the moisture, protein,
and ash tests conducted by the manufacturer. The operations team uses the moisture,
protein, ash and MTI as provided by the millers’ certificate of analysis. For this reason, we
also use the certificate of analysis measurements in our empirical analysis.
3.3.1

Flour Characteristics
We focus on four important flour attributes in food manufacturing: moisture,

protein, ash, and mixing tolerance index (MTI). While there are other flour attributes that
are important, such as color, we focus on the four attributes that vary in the flour delivered
to our partner firm. Table 3.2 above provides the measurement and description of each of
these. Moisture, protein, and ash are measured as a percentage by weight. MTI is measured
in Brabender Units using a farinograph, a device used to measure various characteristics of
flour. MTI is a measure of how well flour can tolerate mixing, and lower numbers typically
indicate higher quality (Simsek 2015). On average, lower moisture and ash content, and
higher protein content indicate higher quality flour. The lower the moisture content, the
less water is in the delivered flour. Higher protein levels typically result in better finished
goods structure, but can also retain moisture. Lastly, ash levels indicate the presence of
wheat kernel and potentially other adulterants. Higher levels of ash are typically
undesirable, and can cause slightly more water retention depending on its composition.
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Table 3.6 provides a basic summary of the flour data, including averages by
supplier. We see that supplier 1’s average flour quality is slightly lower than the other two
suppliers – their flour is slightly wetter, has slightly less protein, and a higher MTI.
Alternatively, supplier 1 has the lowest average ash content. We also note that on average,
supplier 3’s flour appears to be the highest quality, with lower moisture, higher protein,
and a low MTI.
Table 3.6 Production Data Flour Characteristics Means Summary
Moisture
Protein
Ash
Mixing Tolerance
Index
n

Total Sample
13.166
8.725
0.478
77.907

Supplier 1
13.311
8.600
0.469
84.393

Supplier 2
13.085
8.638
0.488
79.044

Supplier 3
13.063
8.899
0.482
70.680

1,686

674

351

661

We are not only concerned about the average level of the characteristics, but also
their variance. Table 3.7 provides the total variance and supplier variance of our entire data
set. We note that supplier 1 has the highest variance for protein, ash, and MTI, although
the lowest variance in moisture. Supplier 2 has the lowest variance in moisture, protein,
and ash, while supplier 3 has the lowest overall variance in MTI.
Table 3.7 Production Data Flour Characteristics Standard Deviations Summary
Moisture
Protein
Ash
Mixing Tolerance
Index
n

Total Sample
0.257
0.297
0.020

Supplier 1
0.197
0.356
0.024

Supplier 2
0.202
0.141
0.012

Supplier 3
0.265
0.187
0.013

12.621
1,686

12.022
674

11.128
351

9.889
661
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Figure 3.2 Flour Protein Mean and Variance by Month and Supplier

The means and variances of the data also change over time, and we consider the possibility
that as a crop-year progresses, so do the characteristics of the flour by supplier. Figure 3.2
provides a look over time at the mean and variance of protein across months and by
supplier. It validates what we might already expect: supplier 3 provides consistently higher
protein levels, with almost half the variance of supplier 1, and slightly higher variance than
supplier 2. Supplier 1’s protein levels have negative drift over the period we capture, with
occasionally higher variance than suppliers 2 and 3. We provide additional graphs for each
flour characteristic in the appendix.
3.3.2

Manufacturing Controls

There are five controls over which we optimize our equations (2) and (3): water, mix
time, extruder, salt, and kiln speed. Table 3.8 provides the mean and standard deviation of
the observed controls, as well as the finished goods’ final moisture tests.
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Table 3.8 Mean and Standard Deviation of Observed Controls and Final Moisture
Water
Mean
Max
Min
St.Dev.

Salt

Kiln

Extruder

Mix Time Final Moisture

Table contents removed for confidentiality. Contact author for additional
information.
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EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1

Relationship between Product Quality, Input Quality and Controls

In the following subsections, we discuss our specification selection methods, the
results of the estimated model, and the elasticities of the flour attributes and controls to
quality.
4.1.1

Choosing an Appropriate Econometric Specification
The goal of the econometric problem is to develop a predictive tool for final

moisture in finished goods given flour characteristics and manufacturing control settings.
We took two approaches to selecting an appropriate specification. 1) We tested a
“structural” approach that reflected our ex-ante knowledge of the engineering system and
relationships between the variables in question, and 2) we tested a machine learning
approach using backward and stepwise selections with criteria such as R-squared
maximization and Bayesian Information Criterion minimization with various variables,
interactions, and polynomials. We also tested various methods, including logit,
multinomial logit, ordinary least squares (OLS), and matrix completion. We chose ordinary
least squares using a structural approach for several reasons:
1. We want to predict the final goods moisture in order to know whether the product
batch is categorized as premium or non-premium. OLS provides such point
predictions.
2. We want to directly use the distribution of the estimation error, which requires some
distributional assumptions we can easily validate with OLS, as opposed to many
matrix completion methods.
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3. We believe it is important to explain “why” we selected a particular specification
based on our observations of the engineering problem faced by the operations team,
and while the backward and stepwise selection processes proved slightly less biased
in their predictions, they did not improve the prediction accuracy and were often
intuitively unexplainable in their selections of interaction terms.
We developed a method to test our specification and compare its results on out of sample
data to other potential specifications provided by the machine learning selection
techniques. Over a series of repeated sampling and regression iterations, we determined
how well each specification performed on out of sample data to predict premium versus
non-premium outcomes:
1. We established various specifications for the model, including our final “structural”
specification using an ordinary least squares estimator. The two other potential
specifications derived from a backward selection process with an R-squared
maximization objective and a stepwise selection process with a Schwarz criterion
minimization objective (both conduced in SAS).
2. We randomly and without replacement partitioned our production dataset into two
subsets: training, with seventy percent of observations, and test, with the remaining
thirty percent of observations.2
3. We ran the regression on the training subset, and tested its predictive ability to
distinguish between premium and non-premium outcomes on the test subset. We
compared the point prediction to the observed finished goods moisture and whether

2

The econometrics were performed in R and SAS. The iterative program to test the specifications was written
and executed in R.
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it would have been classified as premium or non-premium in the estimated versus
observed outcomes.
4. We repeated steps 2 and 3 one-thousand times for each of the specifications in step
1, randomly redrawing the training and test datasets with each iteration.
5. We calculate the fraction of the times the prediction accurately reflects whether the
outcome was premium versus non-premium for each specification, and average the
total accuracy across all 1,000 iterations to serve as a measure of the out of sample
predictive power of the model.
The results of the process are provided in Table 4.1. We see that the structural form had
the highest out of sample prediction accuracy for distinguishing between premium and nonpremium finished goods categories, but it also suffered from over-prediction, that is, over
estimating the moisture of the finished goods more often than the backward or stepwise
specifications. This slightly overestimates the rate of premium finished goods in our
dataset.
Table 4.1 Specification Selection Iterated Regression Test Results
Structural Form
0.8403

Backward Selection
0.5650

Stepwise Selection
0.7756

Accuracy
Over-prediction of
0.0471
0.0122
0.0382
Moisture
NOTE: Each specification was iterated 1,000 times with randomly
resampled datasets. Accuracy is the proportion of instances in which the
specification accurately predicted whether an observation was premium or
non-premium. Positive bias indicates the proportion of over-prediction in
finished goods’ moisture.

The over-prediction in the point predictions comes from a dataset in which
approximately 94 percent of observations are premium. One way in which we attempted
to correct for this was to perform the regressions with an up-sampled dataset in which we
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randomly sampled from the non-premium observations with replacement and added them
to the dataset of premium observations to increase the total number of observations and to
balance the observations between premium and non-premium outcomes. While this
method improved the accuracy (0.8805 using the structural form), it increased the overprediction significantly (0.3785). Additionally, using up-sampled data results in nonnormality of the residuals (Shaprio-Wilk Test: W = 0.899, p-value = 0), making use of the
error function – the cumulative normal density – problematic.
4.1.2

Results for the Estimated Econometric Model
Table 4.2 provides the results of the full econometric model, including Shapiro-

Wilk and Jarque-Bera tests for normality of the residuals. For both tests, we cannot reject
the null hypothesis of normality. The specification achieves an R-squared of 0.4415. While
we would like to explain more of the variation of the dependent variable with respect to
the independent variables, we acknowledge the presence of unexplained variance. Figure
4.1 and Figure 4.2 provide graphical illustrations of the predicted values and residuals. Our
tests confirm that the residuals do not display undesirable correlations.
The horizontal lines in Figure 4.1’s plotted points are due to the recording of the
finished goods’ final moisture, with a precision of only one digit to the right of the decimal
point. The remaining variance in the point predictions is due to factors including
measurement and recording errors. Additional variance is attributable to recording
inaccuracies by the suppliers when delivering flour. We use the millers’ measurements of
flour characteristics in our study, as opposed to the manufacturer’s measurements, as those
are the measurements used by the operations team to make production decisions.
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Table 4.2 Econometric Results
Dependent Variable: Finished Goods Moisture
F(46,103) Prob > P
R-Squared Adj-R2
1.77
0.0088
0.4415
0.1921
Residuals Tests:
Shaprio-Wilk Test
Jarque-Bera Test (df=2)
H0=Normal
W=0.986
Pr=0.1496 X2=1.592
Pr=0.4511

Intercept
Month1
Month2
Month3
Month4
MTI
MTI2
Ash
Ash2
Protein
Protein2
Moisture
Moisture2
Water
Water2
Salt
Salt2
Extruder
Extruder2
Mix Time
Kiln Speed
Kiln Speed2
Zone1
Zone2
Zone3
Zone4
MTI:Ash
MTI:Protein
MTI:Moisture
Protein:Moisture
Ash:Protein

Estimate

Std. Error

t value

Pr(>|t|)

-1960.155
-0.119
-0.185
-0.163
0.327
-0.035
0
379.593
161.196
-43.502
0.137
-52.98
-0.35
-5.286
-0.001
-0.473
0.002
-0.166
-0.001
8.256
-0.031
0
0.147
1.853
6.319
4.358
-0.067
0.027
0.014
1.8
-6.949

932.405
0.176
0.16
0.182
0.12
0.335
0
218.083
77.245
23.965
0.481
33.668
0.549
3.524
0.009
1.064
0.002
0.408
0
6.517
0.036
0
1.403
1.183
1.831
1.558
0.21
0.013
0.025
1.343
8.786

-2.102
-0.677
-1.155
-0.896
2.715
-0.103
1.95
1.741
2.087
-1.815
0.285
-1.574
-0.637
-1.5
-0.169
-0.445
1.229
-0.406
-1.779
1.267
-0.849
0.379
0.105
1.566
3.451
2.798
-0.317
2.057
0.58
1.34
-0.791

0.038
0.5
0.251
0.373
0.008
0.918
0.054
0.085
0.039
0.072
0.776
0.119
0.525
0.137
0.866
0.658
0.222
0.685
0.078
0.208
0.398
0.705
0.917
0.12
0.001
0.006
0.752
0.042
0.563
0.183
0.431

**

***
*
*
**
*

*

***
***
**
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Table 4.2 Continued
Ash:Moisture
-31.708
13.387
Water:Mix Time
-0.035
0.041
Protein:Mix Time
0.335
0.241
MTI:Mix Time
0.006
0.005
Ash:Mix Time
-5.887
3.429
Moisture:Mix Time
-0.242
0.455
Water:Extruder
0.002
0.003
Moisture:Water
0.387
0.186
Protein:Water
0.098
0.092
MTI:Water
-0.003
0.002
Water:Salt
0.002
0.007
Zone1:Zone2
-0.00035
0.003
Zone2:Zone3
-0.00381
0.002
Zone3:Zone4
-0.01003
0.003
Kiln:Zone3
-0.00016
0
Kiln:Zone4
-0.00023
0
NOTE: ***, **, * denote significance at the
respectively. N=150 complete observations.

-2.369
0.02 **
-0.848
0.398
1.386
0.169
1.295
0.198
-1.717
0.089 *
-0.531
0.597
0.655
0.514
2.08
0.04 **
1.068
0.288
-1.238
0.218
0.247
0.805
-0.112
0.911
-2.189
0.031 **
-2.915
0.004 ***
-2.364
0.02 **
2.51
0.014 **
1, 5, and 10% levels

Figure 4.1 Econometric Predicted vs. Actual Values
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Figure 4.2 Econometric Predicted vs. Residuals

4.1.3

Elasticities of Flour Attributes and Controls to Quality
To assess which controls and flour attributes have the largest impacts on the expected

quality of a batch of finished goods, we calculate the midpoint elasticities for each of the
controls and attributes. The quality problem elasticities are provided in Table 4.3. Panel A
contains the control elasticities, while panel B contains the flour attribute elasticities. These
elasticities are taken by using the average of the observed flour batches in the flour reports
dataset and optimizing the controls to maximize expected quality. We then hold all else
constant while varying each control and then flour attribute in-turn, first by decreasing it
0.5 percent, then increasing it by 0.5 percent. From this, we calculate the midpoint
elasticities.
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Table 4.3 Midpoint Elasticities of Manufacturing Controls and Flour Attributes Evaluated
across the Quality Optimal Controls for Average Flour Attributes
Elasticity of
Pr(Prem)
Mix time
3.36x10-5
Salt
0.0031
Extruder
-0.0010
A
Water
-0.0963
Kiln Speed
-4.50x10-5
Moisture
-1.1039
Protein
0.0587
B
Ash
-0.0949
MTI
-0.0010
NOTE: For panel A: Holding flour characteristics constant at their average,
we alter each control in turn, ceteris paribus, first increasing it by 0.5%, then
decreasing 0.5% to take the midpoint elasticities for the quality
maximization problem.
For panel B: We optimize the controls to maximize expected finished goods
quality for the average observed batch of flour in the flour reports dataset.
Holding controls constant at their optima, we alter each flour characteristic
in turn, first increasing it by 0.5%, then decreasing 0.5% to take the
midpoint elasticities.
We find that water is the most important control to quality for the average flour batch. A 1
percent increase in added water would result in a drop in expected quality of the batch,
holding all else constant, of 0.096 percent. Surprisingly, given its importance in moisture
control, the least impactful is the kiln speed. For the flour attributes, the most important is
moisture. For a 1 percent increase in moisture, there is a drop of 1.1 percent in expected
quality. The least important is the mixing tolerance index, MTI. In section 4.2.2.1 we
provide the results of the net-revenue problem’s elasticities. In section 4.2.2.2 we discuss
the quality maximization solutions in more detail, including their “flexibility,” or nonuniqueness.
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4.2

Quality versus Net-Revenue

In the following subsections we present our analysis of the production data using the
models provided in equations (2) and (3) from chapter 3. We briefly discuss our
programming methods. Then we present the elasticities of the net-revenue problem from
equation (3) in chapter 3. Next, we discuss the flexibility of the quality solutions, and
present the solutions to the net-revenue maximization problem and compare them to the
observed activities of the firm. Finally, we discuss the uniqueness of the net-revenue
solutions.
4.2.1

Programming Methodology
We maximize equations (2) and (3) from chapter 3. In equation (2) we maximize

the probability of each batch of finished goods being premium for each batch of observed
flour characteristics in our production dataset. In equation (3) we add flour and control
costs, as well as output prices, and we maximize the net-revenues generated by each batch
of finished goods for each observed batch of flour.
Our mathematical programming solutions were obtained using GAMS via the
CONOPT solver for non-linear programs (GAMS Development Corporation 2013).
“CONOPT is a feasible path solver based on the old proven GRG [Generalized Reduced
Gradient] method with many newer extensions” (ARKI Consulting & Development,
http://www.conopt.com/Algorithm.htm).

3

Our problem is non-linear with bound

constraints on the variables. We solve for the optimal controls for each observation by
maximizing the sum of the revenue across all observations. Because each observation is

3

This citation is here only to remind me to place it in the bibliography. It will be more specific and appropriate
at that time.
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independent with its own set of controls, our results are no different than maximizing them
individually. Data analytics and data development for the Monte Carlo simulation were
done in R.
4.2.2

Results of the Quality versus Net-Revenue Problems
The following subsections provide the elasticities to the net-revenue problem from

equation (3) in chapter 3, a discussion of the flexibility of the quality maximization
solutions from equation (2) in chapter 3, the solutions to the net-revenue problem,
comparisons to the observed activities, and the uniqueness of the net-revenue problem.
4.2.2.1 Elasticities of the Net-Revenue Problem
To assess which controls and flour attributes have the largest impacts on hourly netrevenue, we calculate the midpoint elasticities for each of the controls and attributes. The
net-revenue problem elasticities are provided in Table 4.4. Panel A contains the control
elasticities, while panel B contains the flour attribute elasticities. These elasticities are
taken by using the average of the observed flour batches in the flour reports dataset and
optimizing the controls to maximize expected hourly net-revenues. We then hold all else
constant while varying each control and then flour attribute in-turn, first by decreasing it
0.5 percent, then increasing it by 0.5 percent. From this, we calculate the midpoint
elasticities.
We find that for both hourly net-revenues and the probability of a batch being
premium, water and kiln speed have the highest elasticities when the controls are at their
optimal values for an average batch of flour. Mix time, salt, and extruder have near zero
elasticities and low impacts on the outcomes. The ability to increase the kiln speed by one
percent would result in an increase in hourly revenues of 1.44 percent. Holding all else
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constant, this would slightly decrease the probability of the finished goods being premium,
by 0.06 percent. In the relevant range, net-revenues per hour are monotonically increasing
in kiln speed. Alternatively, water has a very strong curvature near its optimum. The
midpoint elasticity of water is misleading. The forward elasticity indicates that water is
critical to achieving the right moisture balance in the finished good. Holding all else
constant, a 1 percent increase in water results in a decline of premium probability from
0.7944 to 0.511, yielding a -33.65 forward elasticity. Clearly, water and kiln speed are
critical controls.
Table 4.4 Midpoint Elasticities of Manufacturing Controls and Flour Attributes Evaluated
across the Net-Revenue Optimal Controls for Average Flour Attributes
Elasticity of
Elasticity of NetPr(Prem) Revenue per Hour
Mix time
-6.29x10-6
0
Salt
0.0031
0.0007
Extruder
0.0029
0.0021
A
1
Water
-0.4103
-0.2875
Kiln Speed
-0.0643
1.4499
Moisture
-0.0955
-0.0688
Protein
0.0198
0.0142
B
Ash
-0.0633
-0.0456
MTI
0.0001
0.0000
NOTE: For panel A: Holding flour characteristics constant at their average,
we alter each control in turn, first increasing it by 0.5%, then decreasing
0.5% to take the midpoint elasticities. Water has very steep net-revenue per
hour and premium probability curves. Water’s forward net-revenue
elasticity is -25.69 percent and its forward premium probability elasticity is
-35.65 percent – for a one percent increase in water, net-revenues per hour
collapse because the probability of the batch being premium collapses,
holding all other controls and flour characteristics constant. Conversely,
water’s backward net-revenue elasticity is -24.07 percent, and its backward
premium probability elasticity is -33.40 percent.
For panel B: We optimize the controls to maximize net-revenue per hour
for the average observed batch of flour in the flour reports dataset. Holding
controls constant at their optima, we alter each flour characteristic in turn,
first increasing it by 0.5%, then decreasing 0.5% to take the midpoint
elasticities.
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We also calculate the midpoint elasticities of each flour characteristic. We
maximize the net-revenues for the average flour characteristics observed in our flour
reports dataset. Holding the controls and other attributes constant at their optimal and
observed levels respectively, we vary each flour characteristic to determine each elasticity.
Moisture has the highest absolute elasticity, of -0.0688 percent, followed by ash and
protein. MTI has almost no impact at the midpoint. As we can see from the elasticities in
Table 4.4, the control elasticities, manufacturing snack products is dominated by moisture
control.
4.2.2.2 Flexibility of the Quality Solutions
We present two models, one that maximizes quality and the other that maximized
net-revenues. Both models use the manufacturing controls to find optimal solutions for
various flour batches. When we maximize the quality of the finished goods (equation (2)
from chapter 3) for each batch of flour, we find that the solution set is large. In other words,
we find that there are many ways to make high quality finished products in this
manufacturing system. This finding is not surprising. Operators and bakers have agreed
that controls are “interchangeable” with each other to achieve similar finished goods
results. For example, if you increase the added water in the recipe, you could alter the kiln
speed to help remove excess moisture at the end of the manufacturing process.
To demonstrate this, we randomly selected three of the production observations and
minimized the control variables one at a time while placing a premium probability
constraint on the finished goods outcome. While minimizing one control, we allow the
others to move freely within their boundaries to allow for trade-offs.
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In all three cases, we can fully minimize salt, mix time, extruder pressure, and kiln
speed one at a time down to their lower bound by optimizing the other controls and still
maintain the exact same probability that the finished product is premium. For example, for
one of our observations we can reduce the kiln speed from 850.1 to 500 by increasing the
amount of water added to the dough by almost 5 pounds. In other words, by adding more
moisture at the start of the manufacturing process, we can slow the drying kiln down to
take it out at the end and the resulting probability of the product being premium is identical.
The exact opposite occurs when we minimize water – the optimal kiln speed increases.
In one of the cases, we can minimize water to its lower bound, while in the other
two, we can minimize water to within 0.8 pounds of the lower bound. In those two cases,
we cannot get the minimized water any lower because the kiln speed is already at its upper
bound – if less water were added, the finished products would be too dry.
The results indicate there is a large set of optimal controls to make premium quality
finished goods. In the following section, we present the results of the revenue maximization
problem. Following that, we discuss the uniqueness of the net-revenue maximized results,
and contrast it to the non-uniqueness of the quality maximized results. It turns out that the
net-revenue maximized results are a subset of the quality maximized results. Both the
quality and net-revenue maximizing solutions have identical probabilities of producing
premium product, with differing optimized control levels.
4.2.2.3 Revenue Maximization Results
We asked the question: Does a firm facing raw material variability exhibit a gap in
its operational and strategic goals such that it can increase net revenues relative to its
observed behavior?
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We use equation (3) to optimize controls to maximize the net-revenue per hour. We
find that the net-revenue maximization solutions are a subset of the quality maximizing
solution – that is, any net-revenue maximizing solution is also a quality maximized
solution. The probability of a batch being premium is identical to five significant digits in
both the quality and net-revenue problems, which holds for all batches in the production
dataset. Table 4.5 Panel A provides the percentage change in the variables between the
average observed values in the production dataset to our solutions to equation (3) in the
Net-Rev Max column. Panel B of the Observed Avg. column contains the observed
percentage of instances in which the product was between the upper and lower boundaries
of finished goods moisture. We calculate the expected net-revenues per hour using these
percentages. The Net-Rev Max Kiln <= Obs. column provides the change between the
observed averages and the net-revenue maximization problem from equation (3) with the
kiln’s upper bound fixed at the observed average. This column allows for comparison
between the observed outcome and a quality maximized outcome at the same average
throughput, allowing us to disentangle changes in quality and throughput optimizations.
We can make comparisons between the observed activities of the firm’s operations
and the optimized activity. The net-rev max column contains the average optimized control
settings across all observations in the production dataset. It also contains the average
probability of premium and hourly net-revenues.
There are some obvious differences between the observed control settings and the
optimal control settings for the net-revenue maximization problem. It is optimal to run the
kiln speed faster for all batches, a finding that is intuitive – kiln speed is the major
production bottleneck and the limiting factor for throughput of the production line.
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Table 4.5 Average Observed versus Average Net-Revenue Maximized Results
Observed
Avg.

Net-Rev Max
Kiln <= Obs.

Net-Rev Max

Mean
conf.
0.000%
41.137%
(Engineering Unit) (St.dev)
conf. (-100.000%) (-100.000%)
Mean
conf.
-25.258%
-24.558%
Salt
(Pounds/batch)
(St.dev)
conf.
(-48.968%)
(-25.922%)
Mean
conf.
-1.970%
-0.970%
Water
(Pounds/batch)
(St.dev)
conf.
(106.411%)
(128.153%)
A Mix Time
Mean
conf.
1.691%
4.030%
(Minutes)
(St.dev)
conf.
(-14.493%)
(-12.500%)
Mean
conf.
-4.524%
-8.929%
Extruder
(P.S.I.)
(St.dev)
conf.
(148.427%)
(145.128%)
Mean
conf.
8.132%
8.194%
Final Moisture
(Percentage)
(St.dev)
conf.
(-84.058%)
(-93.237%)
Mean
0.465
0.789
0.793
Pr(Prem) (1)
(St.dev)
0
(-0.057)
(-0.019)
Mean
0.935
0.997
0.998
Pr(Prem) (2)
(St.dev)
0
(-0.018)
(-0.002)
B Net-Revenue
Mean
217.415
310.151
439.354
per Hour (1)
(St.dev)
0
(-16.249)
(-7.577)
Net-Revenue
Mean
351.73
369.532
522.12
per Hour (2)
(St.dev)
0
(-5.287)
(-0.651)
Panel A: The observed averages are removed for confidentiality. The
column “Net-Rev Max Kiln <= Obs.” provides the percentage change in the
variable when we maximize net-revenues with a kiln speed upper limit
equal to the average observed kiln speed. The column “Net-Rev Max”
provides the percentage change from the observed average when we use the
variable bounds from equation (3b), allowing a higher maximum kiln speed.
Panel B: These are not changes, as in Panel A, but observed or optimal
values. Pr(Prem) (1) is the probability of a batch being premium using our
limits of 3.3 to 3.7 percent finished goods moisture. Pr(Prem) (2) is the
probability of a batch being premium using the firm’s wider upper and
lower limits of 3.0 to 4.0 percent finished goods moisture, which is provided
for comparison. Net-Revenue per Hour (1) is the observed or expected netrevenue per hour using our upper and lower limits on finished goods
moisture (3.3 to 3.7 percent) to define when finished goods receive the
premium price. Net-Revenue per Hour (2) is the observed or expected netrevenue per hour using the firm’s upper and lower limits on finished goods
moisture (3.0 to 4.0 percent).
Kiln Speed
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Water has a positive price, but impacts the moisture of the finished good. In the netrevenue maximization problem, water quantity declines a small amount on average
compared to the observed amount, but the standard deviation of its quantity increases. This
indicates that when the kiln speed is run at its fastest, water is an important control in
determining finished goods moisture. It is intuitive that added water might decline when
the kiln speed is faster, because finished goods have less time to dry. Thus, adding less
water may compensate for the increased speed. The optimal added water is at an interior
solution approximately 79.6 percent of the time, and is never at its upper bound, which
would produce finished goods that are too moist, particularly when running the kiln faster.
Compare this to salt, which is only at an interior solution 9 percent of the time, and is
otherwise at its lower bound, which the company indicates is necessary to achieve taste
that is acceptable to customers. Salt has a low impact on the product being premium, as we
see from Table 4.4, and a positive price; therefore, decreasing its quantity to the taste-based
lower bound is optimal for net-revenue maximization.
Optimal mix time is slightly higher than observed mix time on average, with a slight
decrease in standard deviation. Increased mix times make the dough “stiffer” and denser,
particularly if there are high levels of gluten in the flour. The optimal extruder pressure is
lower than the observed level on average and it has a higher standard deviation. Increased
pressure from the extruder would result in heavier raw pieces (when the cutter is kept at a
constant rate, which it is in our dataset) – the extruder would push more dough through for
each cut at a higher-pressure setting. Ceteris paribus, if the mix time increases and creates
a slightly stiffer dough, turning down the extruder pressure may compensate for the
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increased density of the dough. The batch-by-batch optimal controls differ based on the
flour characteristics, which is somewhat masked by the averages in Table 4.5.
The Observed Avg. and Net-Rev Max Kiln <= Obs. columns provide us a point of
comparison. Using the Net-Revenue per Hour (2) row, which provides the expected netrevenues using the firm’s actual upper and lower finished goods moisture boundaries (as
opposed to our tighter ones), we see that the firm generates approximately $351.73 per
hour of net-revenues.4 Our net-revenue maximized solutions have an expected net-revenue
per hour of $369.53 at the same throughput as the firm’s observed average. This means
that quality maximization could improve the firm’s output by an estimated $17.80 per hour.
When we increase the upper bound for the kiln speed, the major throughput bottleneck, we
can see an improvement of $152.59 in expected net-revenues per hour. This comes from
adding almost an entire batch per hour of production throughput.
Our results suggest that there may be a gap between the firm’s larger profit
maximizing goal and the observed activities. Given that the quality maximizing solutions
are the superset of the net-revenue maximizing solution, in which both problems have the
same probability of a batch being premium, closing the gap is costless to the firm in terms
of quality.
The observed kiln settings have a large standard deviation across the observations in
the production dataset. In the optimal solutions to the net-revenue maximizing problem,
the kiln has zero standard deviation. Conversely, the standard deviation of the water is
higher in the optimal solutions than the observed data. We also know from the elasticities
above that water has a higher absolute impact on the probability of a product being

4

For confidentiality purposes, output prices are fictitious and do not reflect the actual net-revenues generated
by the firm. Relative comparisons however, are unaffected by the chosen output prices.
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premium. Our results indicate that the finished goods can be made premium by using the
four controls – water, mix time, extruder, and salt – and leaving the kiln speed constant.
Even if we question the realism of the model, we believe this insight is important – the firm
can increase throughput costlessly by focusing on optimizing the less expensive
manufacturing controls.
In conversations with the partner firm’s research and development team, their top
concern is making the production process more “efficient.” They indicate their belief that
our results are realistic, and we hope for the possibility of testing these results in the future.
The challenge in implementation is for the operations team to learn how to use the controls
earlier in the process while keeping the kiln speed fixed at a higher level than its current
average. Importantly, the results validate the model for use in the supplier selection
simulations.
4.2.2.4 Uniqueness of the Net-Revenue Maximization Solutions
As we state above, there are many ways to make premium finished goods. The
solution set to the quality maximization problem is large, and we can minimize controls in
many cases to their lower bounds while allowing the other controls to solve the quality
problem. We observe the firm’s operations team making premium finished product
consistently with different settings, even for similar or identical flour batches, which
casually confirms to us the large solution set to quality maximization. The subset of the
quality solution that is the net-revenue maximization solution is much smaller.
In a randomly selected subset of ten of the observations from the production dataset,
we test the uniqueness of the point solutions for the net-revenue maximization problem
represented in equation (3):
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1. We maximize equation (3) for the ten randomly chosen flour batches from our
operations dataset.
2. Using the solutions from step one, we add a constraint to equation (3) requiring
that each batch generate a net-revenue equal to its maximized value.
3. With this constraint in place, we minimize each of the five controls in turn,
leaving all other controls as free variables within their boundaries, to measure
how far each control can move from its original value in the maximized solution.
For each observation, the revenue constraint is, of course, binding. We find that there is
extremely limited space changing the controls. In all cases in which a move away from the
optimal point of revenue maximization is feasible, the reduction in the control of interest
is smaller than is possible in the engineering of the manufacturing system. In other words,
the possible changes are virtually zero. The largest absolute move away from its optimized
value occurs with the extruder, which can be reduced by only 0.0004 pounds per square
inch. Importantly, the kiln speed never varies. It is impossible to achieve maximized netrevenues without setting the kiln variable at its maximum. We can see this outcome as
logical given the elasticities presented in Table 4.4, in which the kiln has the highest impact
on net-revenues.
Our tests indicate that the solution set to the net-revenue maximization problem is
essentially a unique for each observed flour batch in the production dataset. In other words,
there are very few ways to make high quality premium finished goods while also
maximizing net-revenues, even if there are many ways to make high quality premium
finished goods.
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4.2.3

Robustness to Output Prices
We test how sensitive our solutions to the net-revenue maximization problem are

to changes in the output prices, primarily to constriction or expansion of the distance
between the premium and non-premium output prices. It is reasonable to consider that
when the incentive to achieve a high probability of premium finished goods is low, then
any additional costs to do so could marginally outweigh their value.
We assigned the value of a premium product as twice that of a non-premium batch
for our numerical analysis. Using our production dataset with pooled suppliers and months,
if the value of premium product is reduced so that the value of premium is only 12.9 percent
higher than non-premium, there is no impact on the probability of producing premium
products with a net-revenue maximization objective. This is a consequence of having a
production process that is highly controllable with only minor costs. Below the 12.9 percent
difference, some flour batches appear too costly to turn into premium product, and it is netrevenue maximizing to turn them into non-premium product. A 12.9 percent difference
between premium and non-premium product is very low, and extremely unlikely to occur
in the market.
If the incentive is even greater, for example if we more than double the value of a
premium batch leaving the value of the non-premium batch unchanged, identical
probabilities of producing a premium batch result. This result, however, is unlikely to be
observed in the market.
We conduct a final price test by setting the price of the non-premium product to
zero and maintaining the full price for premium product. In this case, the quality results
remain identical (probability of premium is 0.793, as given in the net-revenue maximized
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results in Table 4.5). Thus, the results are robust to wide ranges of output prices and various
distances between premium and non-premium finished goods.

4.3

Supplier Selection

We examine the firm’s supplier selection problem under raw material variability
through an experiment using simulated data and maximizing equation (3) from chapter (3).
We do this for the ten months for which we have flour reports data, giving us a monthly
perspective to account for changing flour attributes over time. The following sections
provide the aggregate results over all months, and a more detailed look at the month-bymonth results.
4.3.1

Results of the Supplier Selection Problem
The following subsections provide the results of our supplier selection experiment.

We use simulated multivariate normal flour data to test which supplier generates the
highest expected hourly net-revenues. We generate our datasets from the flour reports data,
which documents the flour attributes for every batch of delivered flour across all three
suppliers over a ten month period.
4.3.1.1 Aggregate Expected Net-Revenues by Supplier
We asked the question: Does a firm facing raw material variability face a pricequality trade-off in its raw material supply chain decisions, and given its manufacturing
controls, which decision criteria should it prioritize?
To answer this question, we want to know the expected net revenue for the
manufacturer by supplier. We also want to know if the expected net revenues change
month-over-month due to changes in the underlying wheat or environmental conditions.
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After determining expected net revenues for flour sourced from each miller, we examine
if the net revenue differences between millers were driven by flour quality or flour price.
Then, we consider which criterion food manufacturers facing raw material variability
should prioritize.
We performed a Monte Carlo analysis using our net-revenue maximization
problem. From our flour dataset, described in Table 3.2, we developed datasets for each
miller by month. First, we eliminated observations with missing values, resulting in 1,619
flour observations from August 1, 2016 through May 31, 2017. Figure 5.1, Figure 5.2,
Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4 in the Appendix provide graphical illustrations of our observed
flour data. Then, we partitioned the dataset into miller-month subsets, resulting in 30
datasets – three millers with ten months each – and used the covariance matrices and flour
characteristic means from each to create 30 simulated datasets of 1,000 observations each.5
We use a standard method to generate our simulated datasets. For each dataset, we
take the means of each attribute vector, �. We then perform eigenvalue decomposition of
the covariance matrices Σ of the observed flour datasets such that Σ = ���M where QTQ
= I, the identity matrix, D is a diagonal matrix, and T is the transpose operator. We generate
30 random matrices �~�(0, �) with 1,000 observations each. Finally, we create 30
matrices Z such that � = � + ��U/W �, where E[Z] = �, and where each Z is a supplier-

5

Prior to generating the datasets, we use a Box’s M test to determine whether the covariance matrices
between months are homogeneous. We can reject the null hypothesis of homogeneous covariance matrices.
However, Box’s M relies on a strong assumption of multivariate normality. While we believe our data
generating process is normally distributed, the Box’s M can also lead us to rejecting the null due to some
truncation of our observed data. This occurred due to the contract terms between the manufacturer and the
miller. Our results are robust to the use of only one generated dataset per miller, in the event that the
covariance matrices are homogeneous across months. The manufacturer’s contract with the miller specifies
bounds on the flour characteristics, and leaves the manufacturer the right of refusal for any particular batch
of flour. However, in practice the manufacturer does not turn away flour, and the millers deliver batches with
one or more characteristics outside the bounds in as often as 30 percent of observed deliveries.
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month simulated dataset. Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.7 in the Appendix provide
graphical illustrates of the simulated datasets.
Applying each of these datasets to our model, we establish the expected hourly netrevenues by supplier and by month, and an aggregated expected hourly net-revenue by
supplier across the ten months for which we have flour report data. Each supplier charges
the manufacturer a different price per pound for flour, and each miller delivers flour with
different average quality levels and quality variance. Quality level is multi-attribute and
difficult to quantitatively establish. However, the firm’s operators consider supplier 3’s
flour to be the highest quality level, and supplier 1’s flour to typically be the lowest quality
level. We can see this in the revealed preferences of the firm – they pay more for supplier
3’s flour. Casually, we can use MTI as a broad gauge of quality level – the lower the MTI,
the higher the flour quality. Quality variance is the amount of variance in each flour
attribute over a given time-period, one month in our supplier-month simulated datasets.
We present the standard deviations of flour attributes in our tables.
It is important to know if flour attribute variance affects the outcomes of the firm’s
manufacturing process. In the absence of flour attribute variance, the firm could set level
manufacturing controls and change them very little, if at all, and get premium finished
goods. To demonstrate this, we provide a brief counterfactual of what would occur if
controls were fixed and flour characteristics varied. Table 4.6 shows the results of our
production dataset wherein we fix the controls at their average observed settings and allow
the flour characteristics to vary. The second column provides the observed outcomes for
comparison (reprinted in brief from Table 4.5 for convenience). This table pools suppliers,
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and takes the averages across all observations in the production dataset (not the simulated
datasets), and we do not optimize the outcome.
Table 4.6 Results with Flour Attribute Variability and Fixed Controls Compared to the
Observed Outcome

Pr(Prem)
NetRevenue/hr

Mean
(St.Dev)
Mean
(St.Dev)

With Fixed
Controls
0.304
(0.267)
$171.35
($76.28)

Observed
0.350
(0.211)
$195.87
($58.82)

NOTE: N=211, from the production dataset. The fixed controls column
provides the case in which flour characteristics vary but manufacturing
controls are fixed at their observed averages across the production dataset.
The observed column provides the observed case, in which we apply the
production datasets observed controls and flour attributes to equation (3),
our net-revenue maximization problem, without optimization.
Notably, the firm does worse when controls are fixed and flour characteristics vary.
By adjusting the controls, the firm increases both net-revenues per hour and the probability
of a batch being premium, while reducing the standard deviation of both. Flour quality
variance matters to the outcome under fixed controls. More importantly, we also know
from our analysis of the quality versus strategy problem above that control adjustments can
compensate for flour variability within the range represented by the data.
Table 4.7 provides the aggregated results of the supplier selection simulation. Panel
A provides the flour characteristics’ means and standard deviations by supplier across all
ten months. We can see that supplier 1’s flour has the highest moisture and MTI, and the
lowest protein, while also having the highest variance in protein, ash, and MTI.
Interestingly, supplier 1 provides the lowest moisture variance. Conversely, supplier 3
provides the lowest average moisture and MTI, and the highest average protein. However,
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supplier 3, despite delivering high quality levels, has higher protein variance than supplier
2, and higher moisture variance than both other suppliers.
Table 4.7 Aggregate Simulated Net-Revenues by Supplier with Optimized Controls
Supplier 1
Panel

A
B

Moisture
Protein
Ash
MTI
Pr(prem)
Flour Price

Supplier 2

Supplier 3

Mean

(St.Dev)

Mean

(St.Dev)

Mean

(St.Dev)

13.31
8.60
0.47
84.70
0.791

(0.19)
(0.35)
(0.03)
(12.25)
(0.05)

13.09
8.64
0.49
79.52
0.791

(0.20)
(0.14)
(0.01)
(11.15)
(0.051)

13.07
8.91
0.48
70.79
0.786

(0.27)
(0.19)
(0.01)
(9.97)
(0.083)

0.1483/lb

0.1505/lb

0.1507/lb

E(Net-Rev) $445.15 (18.24) $442.10 (20.46) $439.63 (33.40)
Avg. Flour
0.1498/lb
0.1498/lb
0.1498/lb
Price
E(Net-Rev)
C
Constant
$443.13
$443.04
$440.84
Flour Price
NOTE: This is over 10,000 simulated batches across 10 months per
supplier. Average Flour Price in panel C is the arithmetic mean of the flour
prices in panel B.
NOTE: Using a t-test, supplier 1’s expected hourly net-revenue is
statistically different from supplier 2’s at < 0.001 level (t=11.1273,
N=10,000). Supplier 2’s expected hourly net-revenue is statistically
different from supplier 3’s at < 0.001 level (t=6.3061, N=10,000). Supplier
1’s expected hourly net-revenue is statistically different from supplier 3’s
at < 0.001 level (t=14.5049, N=10,000).
Panel B of Table 4.7 provides the aggregate probability of a batch being premium
and the aggregated expected net-revenues per hour for the manufacturer by supplier with
optimized controls, as well as the flour price faced by the manufacturer for each supplier.
Suppliers 2 and 3 charge very similar flour prices, and less than 1 cent per pound more than
supplier 1. We also see that the expected net revenue per hour is highest with supplier 1
and lowest with supplier 3. The flour miller that, on average, offers the flour with the lowest
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quality level, and the lowest price, results in the highest expected net-revenues per hour.
Conversely, the firm offering the flour with the highest average quality level and highest
price results in the lowest expected net-revenues.
We want to disentangle the effects of price and quality. To do so, we back out the
fixed cost of flour by supplier, average the flour prices across suppliers, and then
recalculate the expected net-revenues per hour for each supplier. Expected net-revenues
decrease for the low-cost flour supplier, as the cost of their flour has artificially risen.
Alternatively, expected net revenues increased for the high-cost supplier, as the cost of
their flour has artificially fallen. Suppliers 1 and 2 result in almost identical expected nethourly revenues, while supplier 3 results in the lowest expected net-revenues. The supplier
providing the highest-quality level also results in the lowest expected net-revenues, holding
prices constant.
Our finished goods quality measure is moisture. It is the measure used by the firm
to determine if a finished goods batch can be packaged for retail sale, and its results are
related to flour attributes. Consider what the manufacturing firm does: in a period of
approximately 20 minutes, the firm combines various ingredients, including flour, with
water. It then shapes the dough, proofs it, bakes it and dries it. The process of
manufacturing baked products is one of moisture addition and extraction, and in doing so,
of remaking the structural composition of the food product.
Despite having the highest quality level, according to the manufacturing firm,
supplier 3 delivers the highest moisture variance, and supplier 1 delivers the lowest
moisture variance. The average flour attribute levels between suppliers 1 and 2 are highly
similar, except for moisture, but the flour moisture variances are very similar (different by
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only 0.01). The resulting expected net-revenue per hour – using uniform flour pricing – is
different by only $0.09, a difference of only 0.02 percent, and the probability of making a
premium finished goods batch is identical between suppliers 1 and 2. The expected netrevenue per hour difference between suppliers 1 and 3, under uniform pricing, is $2.29, a
difference of 0.5 percent (an order of magnitude larger than the difference between
suppliers 1 and 2, although small nonetheless). If suppliers 1 and 2 deliver similar flour,
with similar means and variances in our simulation, particularly similar moisture variance,
and charged the same price, the manufacturing firm would face similar expected netrevenues from each. Supplier 3’s flour results in a slightly lower probability of premium
product, hence the manufacturing firm would expect lower net-revenues from supplier 3,
whose flour moisture variance is higher, and whose other flour attribute variances are not
dissimilar from supplier 2’s.
Under heterogeneous flour pricing, the manufacturing firm’s expected net-revenue
per hour increases by 0.69 percent when procuring flour from supplier 1 versus supplier 2.
This effect is driven by the flour price given that the probability of premium product is
identical between suppliers 1 and 2, but the flour prices are not. Expected net-revenues per
hour increase by 1.26 percent when the firm procures flour from supplier 1 versus supplier
3. This effect is driven both by supplier 3’s higher flour price and higher flour-moisture
variance. Supplier 3 would have to charge the manufacturer approximately $0.1459 per
pound to compensate for the increased moisture variance, a discount of approximately 1.6
percent relative to supplier 1’s price. This price is only to equalize the expected hourly netrevenues, and does not account for a risk premium owed to the manufacturer due to higher
variance of the expected hourly net-revenues from supplier 3.
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In aggregate, holding price constant, raw material variability matters, particularly
in this case with respect to flour-moisture variance. The take-away is that raw material
quality is of secondary importance in the presence of good controls in the manufacturing
system. Lower quality flour can be turned into premium finished goods with equal or better
probability as higher quality flour when the variance of the important characteristic, which
we identify here as moisture, is lower.
We found that, in aggregate, raw material variability in food manufacturing is
important, particularly when important characteristics vary. However, when prioritizing
along the price-quality trade-off, we found that our partner firm should prioritize price,
even if that leads to higher variability in raw material characteristics. Raw material qualitylevel, in the presence of good manufacturing controls, is less important, particularly if a
supply contract can specify a minimum quality level that meets the engineering needs of
the manufacturing firm.
4.3.1.2 Monthly Expected Net-Revenues by Supplier
Each supplier’s flour characteristics also drift by month, and we want to examine
whether different suppliers are preferred in different months, making it better for the firm
to maintain multiple supplier relationships. Figure 4.3 provides an illustration of expected
net-revenues per hour by month, with 95 percent confidence intervals, for each supplier.
With the exceptions of August, when supplier 3 provides the highest expected netrevenues, and September, when supplier 2 provides the highest expected net-revenues,
supplier 1 always provides the highest expected hourly net-revenues. In addition, in almost
every month except August and September, supplier 1’s net-revenue confidence intervals
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are also the tightest. As in our aggregate results, supplier 1 can be relied upon to deliver
the highest expected net-revenues in most months.
Table 4.8 provides the monthly expected net-revenues by supplier for our
simulation. In August and September, crop year change-over in the wheat crop occurs, and
flour characteristic variances, particularly moisture, are often higher during this time each
year. In our simulated data, as well as the observed flour reports data, in September both
suppliers 1 and 2 had their highest moisture variances over our ten months of data.
Because price effects dominate, during most parts of the year, the manufacturer is
better off purchasing flour from only the low-cost supplier. In our simulation, the
manufacturer would be better off purchasing flour from the other two suppliers only at crop
year change-over. It would, however, be unrealistic to purchase from suppliers 2 and 3
during only two months of year. Unfortunately, our dataset did not extend to the next crop
year change over in 2017, and so we are unable to verify if this effect would have persisted
between years.
In general, we recommend food manufacturers facing a price-quality trade-off due
to raw material variability prioritize price in the presence of strong, low cost manufacturing
controls. Raw material variability is important, and does impact the firm’s expected netrevenues, but its effect is dominated by price in the case we study. We discuss this further
in the Managerial Discussion and Conclusion chapter.
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Figure 4.3 Simulated Expected Net-Revenues with Confidence Intervals by Month and
Supplier
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Table 4.8 Monthly Simulated Expected Net-Revenues by Supplier
Supplier 1
Average
Pr(Prem)
NetRevenue

Supplier 2
Average
Pr(Prem)
NetRevenue

Supplier3
Average
Pr(Prem)
NetRevenue

Mean
0.780
440.458
0.789
441.184
0.790 441.460
(St.Dev)
(0.097) (38.922)
(0.066) (26.698)
(0.056) (22.769)
Mean
0.783
441.898
0.791
442.143
0.769 432.911
Sept
(St.Dev)
(0.090) (36.452)
(0.050) (20.212)
(0.140) (56.360)
Mean
0.794
446.386
0.794
443.103
0.792 442.193
Oct
(St.Dev)
(0.000)
(0.015)
(0.025) (10.121)
(0.043) (17.513)
Mean
0.794
446.387
0.790
441.813
0.794 443.155
Nov
(St.Dev)
(0.000)
(0.011)
(0.056) (22.588)
(0.000)
(0.020)
Mean
0.794
446.378
0.792
442.463
0.791 441.873
Dec
(St.Dev)
(0.000)
(0.022)
(0.043) (17.513)
(0.050) (20.212)
Mean
0.794
446.378
0.789
441.180
0.794 442.833
Jan
(St.Dev)
(0.000)
(0.022)
(0.066) (26.698)
(0.025) (10.121)
Mean
0.794
446.378
0.793
442.784
0.791 441.882
Feb
(St.Dev)
(0.000)
(0.018)
(0.035) (14.307)
(0.050) (20.213)
Mean
0.794
446.382
0.790
441.824
0.786 439.960
Mar
(St.Dev)
(0.000)
(0.008)
(0.056) (22.587)
(0.079) (31.863)
Mean
0.794
446.057
0.790
441.398
0.779 437.074
Apr
(St.Dev)
(0.025) (10.121)
(0.061) (24.783)
(0.108) (43.719)
Mean
0.792
444.754
0.794
443.101
0.769 432.911
May
(St.Dev)
(0.038) (18.467)
(0.025) (10.121)
(0.140) (56.360)
NOTE: Gray boxes indicate the highest expected net-revenues per hour for the month.
Each supplier simulation uses 1,000 observations per month.
Aug

4.3.2

Robustness of the Supplier Solutions to Distributional Assumptions
We use a multivariate Normal distribution in our Monte Carlo simulations of

supplier decisions. While we believe that the data generating process is generally normal,
we cannot verify that for all variables in the empirical data. There are likely three reasons
for this: 1) some variables are not normally distributed, 2) some variables are truncated due
to contract terms, and 3) some variables have tail distortions due to outliers. It would
therefore be reasonable to critique the assumption of normality.
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To test whether our results are sensitive to our assumption of normality, we created
three simulated datasets, one for each supplier, drawn from the observed empirical
distributions. Our non-parametric simulated datasets replicate the observed flour reports
data for ten months of observations by supplier. Each dataset contains 1,000 observations
per supplier. To create the datasets, we generated stochastic errors based on observed
variances and means per fixed thirty-day period.

Figure 4.4 Distribution of Errors for Empirical Simulated Datasets

Figure 4.4 provides the cumulative distribution graphs for our empirical simulation
data for each supplier’s flour characteristics. The distributions for protein and MTI are
similar across suppliers. As in the multivariate normal distributions, supplier 1’s moisture
variance is lower than supplier 2 or 3, although in the empirical distributions the moisture
variance difference is larger between suppliers 1 and 2.
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Table 4.9 provides the results from the empirical Monte Carlo simulation. Panel A
provides the flour characteristics’ means and standard deviations for each supplier. In the
empirical case, supplier 2 has the lowest variance in protein, ash, and MTI. Supplier 3
retains the highest moisture variance, as in our multivariate normal simulation.
Table 4.9 Simulated Net-Revenues by Supplier with Empirical Distribution
Supplier 1
Supplier 2
Supplier 3
Panel
Mean (St.Dev)
Mean (St.Dev)
Mean (St.Dev)
Moisture
13.32 (0.087)
13.08
(0.160)
13.15
(0.180)
Protein
8.61 (0.150)
8.64
(0.125)
8.90
(0.137)
A Ash
0.47 (0.015)
0.49
(0.011)
0.49
(0.012)
MTI
84.40 (9.831)
79.04
(9.050)
75.65
(9.958)
Pr(Prem)
0.794 (0.000)
0.794
(0.025)
0.791
(0.050)
$0.1483/lb
$0.1505/lb
$0.1507/lb
B Flour Price
E(Net-Rev) $446.38 (0.018) $443.10 (10.121) $441.85 (20.224)
Pr(Prem)
0.794 (0.000)
0.794
(0.025)
0.7921
(0.043)
$0.1498/lb
$0.1498/lb
$0.1498/lb
C Flour Price
E(Net-Rev) $444.36 (0.015) $444.04 (10.121) $443.40
(17.51)
NOTE: N=1,000 per supplier, simulated flour data from the empirical distribution of flour
reports. 1We note that the probability of premium is higher with average flour prices for
supplier 3. This is due to the reduce flour price resulting in two out of the 1,000 simulated
batches having higher premium probability at the lower price due to the reduced total cost
of the batch.
Panel B contains the results from the simulation with heterogeneous flour prices,
and panel C contains the results with homogeneous, averaged flour prices. In both pricing
scenarios, our main results from Table 4.7 hold. Supplier 1 produces the highest expected
net-revenue per hour, with the lowest variance in both revenues and probability of
premium. Supplier 3 produces the lowest expected net-revenues with the highest variance
in both revenues and probability of premium. In the empirical distribution case, the gap
between suppliers 1 and 3 has narrowed to $4.53 per hour from $5.52 per hour in the
multivariate normal case, under heterogeneous pricing, although the gap between suppliers
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1 and 2 has widened slightly from $3.05 to $3.28. Regardless of small changes in the
relative expected net-revenues per hour, our main results we establish in the multivariate
normal Monte Carlo simulation hold when we perform the experiment with empirically
generated datasets. Under homogeneous pricing, reduced moisture variance is a driver of
expected net-revenues per hour. However, pricing effects dominate, as we see when we
allow for heterogeneous pricing resulting in wider gaps between expected net-revenues by
supplier.
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MANAGERIAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We examine two questions: does our partner firm appear to be achieving its potential
expected net-revenues given raw material variability and its manufacturing controls, and is
supplier selection important under raw material variability in the presence of inexpensive
manufacturing controls. Answering the first question allows us to parameterize and test a
model to answer the second question, which has broader implications for the food
manufacturing industry.
The observed control settings of our partner firm appear to fall short of expected netrevenue maximization. Our findings related to the quality versus net-revenue section, in
which we parameterize models to maximize both quality and net-revenues, indicate that
our partner firm could increase expected net-revenues by treating the final manufacturing
control, kiln speed, as fixed at a higher speed than their current average. Based on our
model parameters, the firm can do this without loss of expected quality by using the other
manufacturing controls to compensate for a higher kiln speed.
This finding is specific to our partner firm and relies on the validity of the operational
model. True validation of this requires the firm to produce finished goods using our results,
something we have not yet attempted. For several reasons, we are unsure at this time if we
are able to validate the results by working with our partner firm’s operations team to
manufacture finished goods using our model. We have been able to casually confirm some
of our findings, such as the possibility for increased throughput, by discussing the results
with members of our partner firm’s research and development team. They indicate it may
be possible to increase the kiln speed and still manufacture a high proportion of premium
finished goods. Without validation, we can only say that the model provides evidence of
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the firm’s potential versus observed output. It is likely that the firm can increase throughput
for its particular manufacturing process. Our regression relationship indicates that each
batch of flour has a large set of quality maximizing solutions within the variable bounds.
This flexibility in setting controls without adversely affecting quality is confirmed by our
data. We observe in the production data instances in which the firm achieves premium
finished goods batches with identical flour batches but different control settings. For
example, in some batches, they run the kiln faster and add less water for one finished goods
batch while doing the opposite for another while using the same flour for both batches. In
both cases, they achieve premium finished goods. We observe that they could run the kiln
faster for all such batches and achieve higher throughput. Our model has therefore given
us a generalization of some cases we observe in our dataset – there are many ways our
partner firm can make premium finished goods, but they could make premium finished
goods faster. If throughput is a major consideration in net-revenues, which the firm
indicates is true, then making premium finished goods faster will increase net-revenues.
In our supplier selection problem, we use simulated data to determine if some suppliers
are better than others on a price-quality trade-off. We find that raw material variability in
flour moisture is important to the firm’s manufacturing outcome. The supplier delivering
the flour with the highest moisture variance provides the manufacturer with the lowest
average premium probability and the highest standard deviation of premium probability in
our experiments. This supplier also charges the highest price, resulting the lowest expected
hourly net-revenues for the manufacturer across the suppliers.
Conversely, the supplier with the lowest flour moisture variance and lowest price
provides the manufacturer with the highest expected hourly net-revenues. When we
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equalize flour prices, we find that that the relationships hold – the lowest moisture variance
supplier still provides the highest expected hourly net-revenues. However, the difference
between optimal hourly net-returns across suppliers narrows considerably. From this, we
believe that price effects are more important. For our manufacturing partner, facing their
raw material prices and suppliers, they can prioritize purchasing on price with some
attention to limiting flour moisture variance. This is in large part a consequence of the
manufacturer having low-cost highly effective controls over the range of flour attributes
observed.
Other firms may face very similar conditions and manufacturing processes. The food
manufacturing industry is large, and wheat-flour is a common raw material. The general
manufacturing process used across the flour-based snack food industry is similar: mixing
dough, shaping it, proofing and baking the product, and drying prior to packaging. Most of
these firms are concerned about the same flour characteristics: moisture, protein, ash, and
mixing tolerance index. Given this, we believe that some of our supplier selection insights
apply to the subset of food manufacturers who use wheat-flour, combined with low-cost,
effective manufacturing controls, to create baked snacks. These firms may be able to
consider price more important than raw material variance in their supplier selection process
in the presence of inexpensive and effective manufacturing controls.

5.1

Managerial Insights

We found five key managerial insights for firms facing raw material variability:
1. Firms should carefully consider what constitutes raw material “quality” in their
supply chains.
2. Supplier selection impacts manufacturing outcomes under raw material variability.
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3. In the presence of relatively inexpensive, effective controls to manage raw material
variability, firms may consider price more important that quality when raw material
attributes fall within appropriate ranges.
4. If controls are expensive or nonexistent, quality may be more important than price.
5. Food manufacturing firms should more completely capture their data.
Our first finding derives from our conversations with various food manufacturing firms
and the operations and R&D teams. Our partner firm’s operations team believes that
supplier 3 provides the highest “quality” flour, but our findings suggest otherwise.
Baking is the activity of moisture control – adding water, creating dough, shaping it, and
baking and drying it to extract moisture. As moisture determines one of the primary
measures of quality for the firm’s finished goods, they are concerned about its level in the
flour, as well as the levels of protein, ash and MTI. We find, however, that the levels of
these attributes are less important than the variance. The firm should focus not only on
attribute level, such as ensuring it falls within contracted specificaitons, but on the
variance of the attribute over time. In this regard, supplier 1 provides higher “quality”
flour.
Our second finding is that supplier selection impacts manufacturing outcomes
when raw material attributes vary. We show that our partner firm’s manufacturing
outcomes vary between suppliers because the suppliers’ raw materials vary independently
of each other. If pricing were uniform between suppliers, the selection still matters. Both
quality and net-revenue outcomes differ due to supplier selection – quality because of the
raw material attributes’ variability, and net-revenues due to both raw material variability
and supplier pricing.
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Our third and fourth findings follow from our second. When controls are
inexpensive and effective, such as they are at our partner firm, raw material variability is
manageable. Supplier 3, which generally provides the lowest expected net-revenues for
our partner firm, could compensate the manufacturer for variability with a price reduction
for the raw materials, making the manufacturer whole compared to purchasing from
supplier 1. This is because the manufacturer can cheaply accommodate the additional
moisture variability observed in supplier 3’s flour with its manufacturing controls. The
counterfactual for this finding is intuitive – processes with expensive or nonexistent
controls require precise raw materials. Consider, as an example, semiconductor
manufacturing, in which changes to the controls are very expensive due to complex
processes and molecular level precision. The machines used to manufacture
semiconductors are expensive and changed perhaps once per year to accommodate
changes in technology. Clearly, the raw materials for semiconductors need to be perfect
and invariant, the opposite for food manufacturing. In food manufacturing generally,
manufacturing controls tend to be inexpensive and easy to adjust. Thus, variability in raw
material attributes can be managed.
Our final managerial insight is drawn from our experience working with various
food manufacturing firms. The data collection process we describe results in significant
“noise” and unusable observations. Manufacturing firms would be better off collecting
data to manage their processes. We do not attempt to quantify the value of data capture
for these firms in our work, however we believe it could be substantial. We believe this is
an important topic for future research.
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5.2

Academic Insights

We identified a known problem type – raw material variability – and analyzed its
impact on a case firm in the food industry. Various authors have previously examined
process and raw material variability and found various ways of managing it, such as
matching raw material batches. We consider the problem in the food industry in which
manufacturing controls play an important role in the manufacturing outcome. We
developed and presented a method through which these problems can be analyzed in the
future.

5.3

Future Research

We believe extensions of our model can incorporate additional supplier selection and
market criteria, such as supply and demand risks, price risk, or technological advances in
food manufacturing. While the literature in food process controls and food operations
research is growing, there is still considerable space for work connecting the operational
and strategic levels of the firm’s decision making. Finally, consistent with our finding that
the manufacturing firm should rethink its definition of quality, we believe there is space
for work on the nature of flour procurement contracts under conditions of raw material
variability.
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APPENDIX A.

FLOUR CHARACTERISTICS

OBSERVED FLOUR CHARACTERISTICS GRAPHS
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Figure 5.1 Flour Moisture Mean and Variance by Month and Supplier
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Figure 5.2 Flour MTI Mean and Variance by Month and Supplier
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Figure 5.3 Flour Ash Mean and Variance by Month and Supplier
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Figure 5.4 Flour Protein Mean and Variance by Month and Supplier
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SIMULATED FLOUR CHARACTERISTICS GRAPHS

Figure 5.5 Supplier 1 Simulated Flour Characteristics Means and Standard Deviations
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Figure 5.6 Supplier 2 Simulated Flour Characteristics Means and Standard Deviations
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Figure 5.7 Supplier 3 Simulated Flour Characteristics Means and Standard Deviations
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APPENDIX B.

SIMULATED DATA SUMMARIES

Table 5.1 - Simulated Data Summaries
Final
NetMoist Revenue
Mean
3.504 445.146
(St Dev)
(0.087) (18.248)
Min
2.883 126.154
Max
6.050 446.392
Final
NetMoisture Protein Ash
MTI
Pr(prem) Moist
Revenue
Mean
13.088
8.640
0.489
79.521
0.791
3.510 442.099
(St Dev)
(0.204) (0.142) (0.012) (11.148)
(0.051) (0.165) (20.469)
Min
12.326
8.098
0.435
33.486
0.000
3.500 123.198
Max
13.894
9.343
0.540 120.660
0.794
7.429 443.436
Final
NetMoisture Protein Ash
MTI
Pr(prem) Moist
Revenue
Mean
13.071
8.908
0.482
70.787
0.786
3.517 439.625
(St Dev)
(0.265) (0.191) (0.014)
(9.977)
(0.083) (0.200) (33.412)
Min
12.200
8.234
0.412
31.961
0.000
2.153 122.930
Max
13.911
9.624
0.531 112.578
0.794
7.273 443.167
NOTE: N=10,000 for each supplier. This table adds the minimum and
maximum values for the flour attributes, final moisture, net-revenues, and
probabilities that are provided in Table 4.7. Some standard deviation entries
may appear slightly different from those Table 4.7 due to rounding (in Table
4.7) in calculating the total sum of squares for standard deviations.

Supplier

1

2

3

Moisture
13.313
(0.194)
12.350
13.737

Protein
8.596
(0.353)
7.828
9.737

Ash
0.469
(0.025)
0.369
0.535

MTI Pr(prem)
84.707
0.791
(12.258)
(0.045)
40.504
0.000
139.143
0.794
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